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Preface 

As technology takes us farther and faster into a more complex world, 
the need for effective management increases daily. War compounds greatly 
the management task, beoause our resources in materials and manpower oan 
never again be committed without the greatest oare and precision. Skillful 
planning, sound organization, and oapable direotion of effort permit us to 
do more with less and do it sooner. 

There are a great many roads by whioh we oan approaoh a consideration 
of management. Management involves practically everything.. We oan approaoh 
it from the point of view of leadership, finance, sales, or production, 
and from a great many other angles. In faot, each of the approaches is a 
subject that we could pursue for hours, weeks, or months. Management is 
a subject that industry has been talking about continually in an effort to 
oause improvement in particular industries, and each of us knows from our 
military experience of the constant interest in the subject in the servioes. 

This study then, is about management in the military services, par- 
ticularly in the United States Air Force, and of the "tools of management11 

whioh are available to our leaders and commanders to be used in the manage- 
ment prooess. Effective utilization of these tools toward attaining de- 
cisive control over the'use of resources has been, and will always be, 
primarily dependent on the personal leadership of Commanders. These indi- 
viduals occupy a position of huge responsibility, in the military es- 
tablishment, for and to others, in getting things done through group effort 
in organizations. The qualities that distinguish these leaders are their 
ability to think and act responsibly, to work cooperatively ^with others, 
and to provide others with opportunities to work with satisfaction within 
the group. With this background established, one additional faotor should 
be considered and that is the necessity today for cost consciousness in 
all military operations. We need this thought to oarry out the polioy of 
maximizing operational readiness within a capability of limited resources. 

How these management tasks are to be aooomplished in this "jet-nuclear" 
age, by whom, and with what means, are the aims and objectives of this 
study. I am confident that a majority of the explanations presented will 
be useful to someone, for they represent the feelings and sentiments of 
several present-day Commanders, who likewise concur in the need for more 
efficient and effective management within the Air Foroe. 

I am indebted to many of the faculty in the Sohool of Business, 
Institute of Technology, Air university, and to the.Commanders under whom 
I have served in the past eight years, who knowingly or unknowingly, have 
rendered an assistance in the research of this subject matter. 

EDWABD F. LBNNON 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The problem of having the right item available at the right time, 
at the right plaoe, has concerned combatants since the earliest days of 
man» It has grown from a comparatively simple problem of stones, clubs, 
food and water, through complications stemming from the crossbow, gun- 
powder, and the reciprocal engine, to the vast and complex situation of 
today's jet, electronic, and nuclear weapons systems* It has grown from 
a problem involving single isolated encounters of two individuals, or .two 
small groups of individuals, to forces of millions of men with the possi- 
bility that any one of the numerous encounters oocurring at .various places 
throughout the world might trigger world-wide nuolear annihilation» 

Most of Our advancement in military weapons systems and the global 
nature of oonfliot has ooourred within relatively the last few years» 
It is self-evident that our ability to provide logistioal support and to 
manage the tremendous and complex materiel resources required by a modern 
military machine has not kept paoe with the rapid development of weapons 
and with the size and deployment of our military forces» It is readily 
apparent that yesterday's ox cart logistio system will not permit a jet 
or nuclear air force to perform at maximum effectiveness» 

Historically, a considerable time lag has occurred between the basic 
inventions of today and the full exploitation of new weapons systems» This 
is inevitable since new weapons systems have been created by single manu- 
facturers, or relatively small groups of individuals, where-as advances in 
taotics and in logistical support have been dependent upon the understanding, 
acceptance and initiative of large numbers of people» These advances re- 
quired considerable time and strenuous effort to overoome resistance to 
change beoause of inertia, or deeply ingrained training in old tactics, pro- 
cedures, and thought prooesses» 

We need not be surprised that a time lag has again occurred between 
the development of jet and nuolear weapons and the development of the 
logistio system and control procedures neoessary for their full exploi- 
tation» It would be dangerous and oriminal, however, if we, as the military 
leaders of tomorrow, did not recognize that the dictatorial powers, over- 
riding priority, and fanatioal zeal of the leaders of the Union of Soviet 
Socialist Republic (USSR), will drastically continue to shorten the time 
lag which was formally available to us» Beoause we, as a nation, have up 
to this age grossly underestimated the technological and organizational 
capabilities of the Soviet Union, and beoause some field commanders have, 
of neoessity, been almost entirely ooncerned with the purely military 
application of jet and other nuolear developments, we have been only 
vaguely aware of the urgency of the collateral requirement for bringing into 
being comparable advances in our logistic operations» Success or failure 
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further explore cost in terras of technology, in the fiscal year 1956 the 
USAF research and development program totalled $2,939,020,000 in funds 
spent on researoh, and production and procurement in support of de- 
velopment. Investment in facilities for researoh and test of equipment^ 
was in excess of $2,500,000,000, (Ref 24:17).Both the annual expendi- 
ture and fixed investment have increased sinoe that time under pressure 
generated by the apparent progress of Russian technology. It is well 
worth remembering, however, that this present level of expenditure has 
approached Z5% of the USAF budget and may be expected to beoome even 
larger« The financial aspect of such cost is dear that even the 
immense resources of the United States are hardly sufficient to provide 
and support a full range of weapons on a continuous basis. Should such 
an objective be attempted the economists have predicted poverty as the 
true goal of air power and space mastery. 

Along with the cost of technology, it may also be expected that 
the number of line items in inventories will increase even after the 
ultimate weapon is finally produced« In a lecture before the American 
Management Association in March 1959, General Bogart, of Headquarters 
Air Materiel Command, stated; that eaoh new weapon system brought into 
being in the past four years , has resulted in an additional 50,000 
support line-items of supply. Add to this the ohanges and replacements 
required by further technological advances and obsolescence-the costs 
appear to soar« But above all the problems of technology, we cannot 
forget the ""reaction time" which must permit us to counter enemy actions, 
or to initiate actions of our own« This brief period of preparation 
time demands the greatest of emphasis for it has been reduced from years, 
months, and days, to hours, minutes, and seconds. 

Whether the leaders and peoples of the United States and the rest 
of the free world will continue to provide the funds required to support 
this high cost of military preparedness is one of the most critical 
questions we face today, and one which will beoome increasingly cruoial« 
This was not an unduly serious problem at the time of the "one shot" 
build-up for W II. The after effects of the huge public debt created 
by this requirement, however* directly affect the actions of the free 
world today and substantially reduce the resouroes available for the 
ourrent effort. We have seen from the above discussion that the oost 
of developing and maintaining both an offensive and defensive capability 
year in and year out, and the unquestionly high expenditure due to 
today's and tomorrow's technological advances, will make the WW II cost 
seem paltry by comparison. 

It is evident that the proper seleotion of weapons systems, foroes, 
and strategy by the Commander-in-Chief and his advisors is the pre- 
requisite to this nation's survival« It should also be evident that 
these determinations only make possible, but do not insure, our continued 
safe existence« These decisions must have public confidenoe and support 
and must be attainable at a price the United States not only oan afford 
to pay, but will pay« 
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techniques of managing (commanding or leading), in the military as well 
af " «"f*8**?» **"*» b«>en changing in recent years. The older philosophy 
°f .rfg5*' ^f2' or ^different, the letter of the law must be obeyed»? 
strict discipline; and the absoluteness of authority are being replaced 
by new ideas and praotioes more in tune with efficiency and effectiveness. 

It is then the primary purpose of this paper to examine more 
closely the management tools available to us, and the utilization of 1he 
tools, principally at base level, with the objective of attaining and 
maintaining an effective fighting -force at a price the united States can 
afford to pay, and will pay. 
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CHAPTER II 

USAF IS BIG BUSINESS 

Magnitude of USAF Resources 

Even during the period between World Wars I and II« when our com- 
bined Army and Air Corps totaled approximately 150,000 men, (Ref23:728) 
when a large share of our operating oosts were met from exoess WW I stooks, 
and when the total annual military budget of about 600 million dollars 
constituted only IO56 of the National Budget^ (Ref ]0:299) the Congress and 
the Amerioan people were oonoerned about the oost of the military es- 
tablishment* It is easy to see and understand their concern today, when 
our defense requirements, past and present, utilize approximately 4/5 of 
the National Budget and almost 3/8 of our Gross National Product» 

The FY 1957 budget request totaling $66 billion, provided $40 
billion for "major defense requirements*, including $35 billion in direct 
appropriations for U.S. Armed Forces ($16.5 billion for the USAF), and 
over $4 billion for Foreign Military Aid and other national defense items. 
Payment of past wars (debt interest and veterans aid), totaled another 
$12 billion, making a grand total of $52 billion attributable to national 
defense» The FY 1959 budget request for both missiles and conventional 
foroes whioh emerged from the Joint Chiefs of Staff before budget pressure 
was applied in earnest came to some five billion dollars more than the 
$40.9 billion budget whioh the President finally sent to Congress« This 
budget actually was an increase of $5 billion over the FY 57 requirement 
and it earmarked approximately $18»7 billion for the exolusive use of the 
Air Force, of whioh we are primarily concerned» 

It is quite evident that the Department of Defense is our nation's 
largest business» In its first formal report under Section 410 of the 
National Security Aot, submitted as of 31 December 1954, the Department 
of Defense reported that military assets of $123.9 billion, exclusive of 
funds, were carried on its reoords. (Ref 6:7^ Although the formal report 
to Congress was dis-continued in 1955, other subsidiary records available 
at HQ USAF indicate military assets exolusive of missiles and major weapon 
components, suoh as aircraft, currently exoeed $160 billion» This sum 
is equal to 80$6 of the total assets of all U.S. Industrial oompanies, as 
reflected in a reöent article in Fortune magazine which stated» 

Approximately one-half the free world's industrial out- 
put is produced by the U.S., and almost exactly one-half of 
the U.S. output, in turn, is produced by about 500 corporations 
• • • comprising less than two-tenths of one per oent of the 
360,000 manufacturing (and mining) oompanies in the U.S. • • • 
. • (this) group had assets of $108 billion (56 per oent of the 
total assets of U.S. Industrial companies). (Ref 3 :96) 

l^^4g£4il%£fö* 
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Management Capability 

The magnitude and soope of the resources entrusted to the base 
oommander are so large and diversified that it is physically impossi- 
ble for a base oommander» or his staff» to devote the amount of 
personal supervision to eaoh segment or item that the publio invest» 
ment would seem to warrant* Accordingly» a base oommander is foroed 
to devote the greater part of his personal attention» and direot the 
major efforts of his staff and subordinate oommanders, to those activi- 
ties which will contribute the most toward the opmbat potential of his 
unit (s) and to overall U.S. military preparedness* 

Before we try to determine how much of a oommander's effort 
should be devoted to eaoh segment» and the courses of action he may 
take after analyzing his operations» it might first be more fruitful 
if we understood the role of the oommander and his responsibility as 
an individual thereby setting our frame of reference* 

Like others who have people working for them» the oommander's 
primary task is to get a job done through the efforts of other indi- 
viduals* In more formal terms» this task has been aptly defined ast 

"A person wno oooupies a position of responsibility 
for and to others in getting things done through group 
effort in organizations* The qualities, which distinguish 
the leader are his ability to think and act responsibly» 
to work cooperatively with others» and to provide others 
with opportunities to work effectively and with satis- 
faction within the group*" (Bef9 :13). 

As the executive» or manager» or leader» the oommander performs 
certain basio functions: (l) planning» (2) organizing, (3) directing» 
(4) coordinating» and (5) controlling* These are generally known 
throughout the Air Force as the five functions of management* They are 
perhaps better known both in the military and in industry» as the tools 
by which group effort may be unified» and» when applied properly» they 
lead people to work harmoniously together as a team* How as so often 
is the oase, some oommanders are unable to unshackle themselves from the 
details they handled in former assignments» or» their experience and 
background have not yet taught them how to manage in a big-business 
way* In short» the oommanders themselves are not prepared to deal with 
all five functions of management» in terms of their current expanded 
responsibilities* One oommander may be a good organizer» the next a 
sound planner* The next may be an effective operator* Not enough of 
them do well at all four plus the oontrol function* Now it is not the 
purpose of this study to identify the strengths and weaknesses of 
individual oommanders» but the individual characteristics of a leader 
cannot be altogether overlooked* All the effeotive so-called tools of 
management will serve little purpose if in the end they are channeled 
to a oommander who fails to reoognize their significance or importance* 
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in which he operates,   w/t^S^t^^^^99 ^ ««*«-«* 
of management tools, that the iwst Snü^? *! "* oontinuo this study 
ment devices -*is the maWr EL??™?? f1 Motive of all manaie- 
ln his role of a Wer^Tc^er!*   th* *"***»• that he emp^ 

"wjn^uSis t^^rs; ats s **«**- - *- 
to determining just how much of Ms eS«2«or staff members, we can return 

a«    Determine tha *H?« «..,*-  
management segments. 'ad S0Opo of dividual activities or 

numagemen/aoÄ responsive to his 
or the most sustained -pay offC       P~irMa the larSost, the quickest, 

all thrma^eme^t^or^SabJe^o htm!1"6 managemeat authority and of 

other Sff ^SS^Ä?^ * "* *"* * "*• or 
should have, or have knowIeS oT in" JS** ^ **** the oommander 
efficiently guide the operation f? Si        * *2 "**• Qffectively and 
staff members to ««.SSlUTtSifi ''^Z**'   I**«*"* by just asking 
and the signs of frustration anfem^J^f^fT* UMd *"hi* the command 
same question asked different^   JS^T"-"* he°°m Pr°*o«aoed.    ibV^ 
the forms of financial stet^-Ä.       *?e resPoaso is more enoourasinTi* 
inspections, Äi^ti^^^^ rj££«£u, 
achievements, supply analv«*«   »aTV^ systems, automatic data oroo««*!-!««/ 
each of the operatSg^visi^s witMn Sf °°ti-aess «* th. iLe^m1"6 

management tools, aSho^S ^e^d ft 2TS*   SiMe »^ <* ^ 
have only recent* heen^fect^veTuJiSle^ £ SSÄtSS' 
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' management information regarding the military establishment as a whole 
and the relationship of individual segments, the commander's appraisal 
at this time takes on a new and -vital meaning* In preceding paragraphs 
we have noted the monetary value of the four major management segments 
at the HQ USAF level of qommand. Let us now examine each area in 
greater detail to determine whioh segments are the most responsive to 
management actions by the base oommander* 

Real Properties 

At the present time, reoords are maintained at eaoh Air Foroe 
installation to provide a detailed accountable inventory summary of 
all fixed capital assets, including land, plants, buildings, structures, 
systems, and other facilities that serve the mission of the base* These 
property reoords furnish up-to-date, complete and historical cost data 
of eaoh facility under custodianship of a oommander* The area of Real 
Property administration and management is normally considered the most 
stable activity under a commander's jurisdiction* The base oommander oan 
do little, during his tour as oommander, to achieve basic changes in his 
Real Properties* Usually, at the time of taking command he inherits a 
"going" establishment* Any major changes or additions require elaborate, 
time consuming screening by a higher headquarters, Secretary of Defense,, 
Bureau of Budget, or separate action by Congress, to first approve the 
requirement and then appropriate the necessary funds* Seldom will a'" 
base commander see "in place" during his tour, any major change for whioh 
he initiated the original action« 

The amount of resources devoted to the maintenance of Real Proper- 
ties is like-wise controlled, to & large extent, by higher headquarters, 
through the establishment of "Budget Authorizations", TUanpower Author- 
izations", and expenditure oontrol oeilings* These limitations are 
based largely on Air Force-wide cost and budget experience for similar 
types pf facilities, severely modified by the oritioally inadequate 
Maintenance and Operations budget appropriations - whioh have strangled 
the Air Foroe for the past several years* The maintenance of Real Proper- 
ties, I believe we oan say has been reasonably well managed in the past* 
The faot that maintenance has been one of the main functions of a peace- 
time military posture, and is similar to. the maintenance of commeroial 
facilities« has provided most bases with fairly adequate technicians and 
supervisory staffs* 

Notwithstanding the generally satisfactory status of base mainte- 
nance in the past, and the restrictions caused by an inadequate and 
olosely controlled budget, some monetary savings are possible and con- 
siderable "qualitative" improvement is oertain through the commanders 
personal interest» common sense, supervision, and through utilization 
of the management tools presently available* The oommander needs only to 
review the pre-planned permanent program set-up for preventative mainte- 
nance, which inoludes periodic visits by work teams, to insure there is 
a plan to correct deficiencies and minimize deterioration of base Real 
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complaint typTwork thj? 0«     m htT^v? 85"2' *"* ■*»«' 
trucks and crews, anotoeTwoTt&- ?-a°00mPllsh*d by moving servioe 
for material and labor/anl SSoSS •    *erf0Ml8d ™st be documented 
accounting system.    Si »STSJi      ** ^f**11***0* engineer 
interpreted/can provide -S2n5!.«      ^ SySt°m *» itself* P^perly « provide tremendous management by exception! 

by-pro^cW^ ma^gemenl^r^rr611* WU1 b° -automatic which includes:       mw3&S^mt tools to be discussed later in the study, 

the in^egrat^^^ " ^eriel resources through 

of JLij^Ä^ assr^is ^utiii*ati~ Accounting transactions    thT^TwI?rJf     2f Mo*etary Inventory 
system, Sd ■yrtS^^IS1^2rii

fc8i?-r Cost *•<***« programs, «view or ourrent operations and future 

^»£2^ and 
ized procedures to i-rt5STi%,iS^,gSgSi^ ae0haa- 

personal attention tollJma^en«TffS A* th9 00nmand9r «^ 
jurisdiction, he should not^fs?^ J 1    al f1"0*6** «*•* nil 
the amount of personal «.««Lif?      g      ?f ■the faot that «*» degree and 
by the static n^urTof ^SST^JS^V^ substantially JS££* 
level of staff supervision Ld0^nt wat^ satisfactory 
cannot ignore this importantareT w JK^in*en**>c policies.   He 
a disproportionate amo^ntof S ii^f 2°£? ÄOt pömit « to d««» 
and complex areas having potential^ L tt   ? 9Xp°nS° 0f moro f lu*d 

combat effectiveness, XÄ^S^fSfLj^ ** *"" °f 

Funds 

AlloJn? ÄÄ^Ä*"»« ?" *"**«* «Nation of 

aanas««* ,ont^ »HAIS"/» Z     AT **?*« "* 
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use of installation engineering cost information, which «ill no« be 
available in a more reliable form tinder the new installation engineer 
oost system« This system, the latest in the Air Foroe, is also geared 
for possible implementation of base "Operating Budgets" whioh «ill 
include all oosts of operation. Including those oosts whioh are now 
oentrally funded. 

The base oommander is ourrently allotted funds for less than 15# 
of the oost of operating his base. (Bef 13*4). He receives no funds by 
allotment for the pay of Military Personnel, or for supplies and equip- 
ment requisitioned from AMC which constitute his major expenses, since 
these are funded and controlled by HQ USAF and AMC, respectively. Of 
funds that are allotted to the base, the major portion is for pay of. 
civilian personnel. Funds for this purpose are included in the base 
Annual Budget Authorization and Quarterly Allotment, based on the 
civilian manpower authorization and the prevailing wage soales. The 
personnel voucher, not the funding instrument, is the primary oontrol 
factor, since the base commander may employ to the full limit of his " 
personnel voucher, if he has the allotted funds, but he cannot employ 
in exoess of his personnel voucher regardless of the adequacy of allotted 
funds available. A large portion of the allotted funds provided to cover 
other than civilian personnel oosts is required to finanoe travel, trans- 
portation, and requirements directed by higher headquarters, leaving 
the base commander, strangely enough, only a small amount of funds to 
meet other looally programmed requirements.. As a further example of the 
relatively small part played by looally allotted funds in the operation 
of a base, less than 15# of the monetary value of the base supply 
inventory is at present looally funded. This figure used to be iOjfc , 
but it was raised due to the introduction of purchasing "general supply 
stook fund items" from oentral procurement looations. It is clear that, 
for all praotioal purposes, the base oommander merely "Administers" the 
bulk of the funds allotted to him. 

While the funding area provides the base oommander only a very 
limited opportunity to effect direct management öontrol or significant 
monetary savings, we should not overlook the indireot, but significant, 
management contribution that funding procedures have made at base level 
in the past. These procedures have been the principle means of develop- 
ing an awareness, on the part of some base commanders and their staffs, 
that all things do not flow free from AMC, or out of the blue. While 
the budget submitted to higher headquarters included only a small part 
of total base operating oosts, as did the quarterly allotment, they 
forced at least limited consideration of oentrally funded resources as 
well, in order to develop a complete and phased program as a basis for 
budget preparation and defense. In addition, the Annual Budget Author- 
ization provided at least a partial yardstiok, incomplete as it was, 
for measuring progress against a planned program and which constituted 
a known point of departure for program changes. Now since we are talk- 
ing primarily about the methods of management whioh will help to oontrol 
and direct an organization, the question of allocation of funds assumes 
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that a bona fide need for fund« >«„ u 
ed this need for funds oL^L^T ef abl^hed, and if question- 
hand, it is quite ob^ous th^t SPt2rt S.f*"1*1-    to th* tST 
ular activity, whether it iTwithi^ +£! "^ ""^ for »7 Partic- 
*ent, it will be impossible tf oSry « ST"^!' 0Ufc °f *•**£*. 
reason that the control or budeeSnl II a°tivity.    It ia for this 
essential if we are to get I^Sta iH8*1"^ °f funds' is *o 
wish to emphasize the araLl«       ! that We wish *° 6«t and if we 
withholding of funds! S^~ Hft-? * ^^    »» «*■*£ or 
for directing an organization aLn^Sf £ recoS^^d as another method 
to follow. 6 *lon alonS the channel a commander might desire 

reasonab^S^^ activities, have been 
budget and funding^ntrols wies be£^   *■?"•   "««««* use of 
excellent.    Therehas beena^SoSJ ™      V*ri°US bases' from Air to 
ers and their staffs of the lSafrlsZ^??^11 the part öf °<™»**- 
them by Federal Statute.    lno!Si-T I??fiblliti*8 plaood directly on 
civilian employees coupled S wf "J«**1« <* technically quaked 
machines and techniques]isoÄseS^ W °! °«»«**1 accosting 
generated by- recent^laws a^ SgulatW    ^f^ 70rkload «Wr««5 
and timeliness of funding^.' "* iS Creasing the accuracy 

personfr^Ä"£&£ J^ff*"?- *«*■> the commanded 
actual expenditures withJSSl^LSJS* plamillS' comparison of 
of travel, transportations olmSSiZ *««»-**. «* in areas 
and considerable savings L^undsTf ffj^   Persona*l reductions, 
the ultimate replacement of mSual^ccoutt^       *" °Main throuSh 

keeping with commercial account ao°ountiag Processes and record- 
ing machines. ^countxng and electrical data process account- 

Inventories 

*ent, £eexc°esas ^SS^S^JST ^ ^ -"«T -tablish- 
and Missiles, is only 12? itll f? ^J^8' (** 7*6a), exclusive of A/G 
U.S. manufacturing, whofesSe a»?11 *h?*otal «upply invent ory^f or £ll 
Air Force inventory, aJone^a ft«

6I*S* enterprises. (itaf l7:9l   fg 
11  .1), with depot SoS^LSS* twenty-four billion dollars,  Sf_ 

third of the durable inventories *£ ^^^3™** — 

Industry, after devoting vears «*•*+«,* 
inventory control, still oonsfdH« ?+    ,i f t0p management talent to 
(Ref lj.Ch.1).   it'is abuno^tiy ^i8•S'Sft^' ^ ^ i«tol«»fc- 
control and supply management of tW^FoS! f*"?1™*88 of inventory 
than industry, sinoethe task is SJinJj !  ^    ±S sub8tantially lower 
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improvement and contribution, to the sustained military effectiveness* 

Because of the importance and scope of this activity« and the 
recent implementation of the management tools designed to assist in 
realizing its potential» the subject of inventory oontrol, with emphasis 
on the base commander's role, is examined in greater length in sub- 
sequent chapters« 

Equipment in Use 

The total value of "Equipment in Use in the U.S. Military Es- 
tablishment approximates close to sixty billion dollars« (Ref7 :6a). 
The potential contribution, which can result from effeotive oontrol and 
management of this area is second only to that of inventory oontrol«' 
Because it deals with line items, the problem is similar to that of 
supply inventory control« There are fewer items involved than in that 
of supply, but the number and variety of units, frequent substitution 
of items, authorization changes, and unit reorganization with weapon 
phasing systems, make the problem of oontrol exceedingly difficult« 

As in the oase of inventory oontrol, the use of the dollar sign 
as a common denominator, should provide the Air Poroe with a new and 
effective management device« Unit and base commanders have the key 
role in achieving and converting improved control and monetary savings 
into oombat effectiveness« Their role and some of the problems they 
face is discussed in succeeding chapters« 
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CHAPTER III 

THE EVOLUTION OF AF MANAGEMENT TOOLS AND THE COMMANDER'S ROLE 

Historioal Management Role 

Historically, the management role of the military commander in the 
United States has been relatively- simple and easy to disoharge« In our 
early days as a nation, -we maintained only a very small military establish- 
ment» In times of war ire expanded rapidly and at great oost to the nation« 
The wartime role of the commander was to get his forces ready for combat 
in the shortest possible time and to lead them into combat« The matter 
of oost and management received lip service, at best, but little other 
practioal consideration« Following each war we reduced the size of the 
military establishment to a small foroe which existed on the surplus left 
over from the conflict, supplemented by small appropriations for pay, 
subsistence and ourrent servipes« Since these forces were small in number' 
and statio in size, with the major task just "existing" and doing their 
own housekeeping chores, the management problem oaused little worry« 

Post W II - Management by Ediot 

The requirement to retain, in being, a multi-million-man military 
force, deployed world-wide; equipped with the most modern weapons and 
equipment, and oapable of immediate offensive and defensive action, 
drastioally altered the military commander's management role« 

Shortly' after the conclusion of W II, the Exeoutive Department, 
the Congress, and the Military Establishment realized that the peace- 
time military assooiation had become the largest, most complex, busi- 
ness in the country and that our national economy and continued survival 
were largely dependent on the effeotive management of its resources« 
This realization was followed by a series of disasterous "crash" actions 
where-in all agencies attempted to demonstrate that they were aware of 
the problem an«* were taking swift action to discharge their responsibility« 

The Seoretary of Defense swung a ruthless'axe in an effort to out 
back the size of the establishment, reduce its appropriations, and foroe 
it to exist on so-called "fat", which actually consisted largely of ob- 
solete or obsolescent materiel« This action not only preoluded the pro- 
curement of new items, but prevented utilization of ourrent stooks, 
beoause of shortage in component or related parts« The Exeoutive depart- 
ment and Congress took similar oourses of action« The Air Foroe, along 
with the other services, showered field commanders with a barrage of 
hastily oonoeived directives calling for the accumulation and submission 
of countless reams of statistics, supposedly required for internal man- 
agement purposes, or for meeting or fighting off the demands of external 
agencies« As a result, directives were overlapping, duplicating, in- 
complete, and frequently unnecessary« Frequent chaos and fantastic 
inaccuracies occurred at the installation level where the data was gener- 
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Evolution of Air Force Management Tools 

effortFr^1tieW^1
1-/ir8Ct^,iU-COnß0iv,>d "crash" ««an. in an 

-. • J.-1    j      , "''' congress, and the Department of Dafnnsn \>0A 

b.    Establishment of an -integrated" accounting system, 

tive, basis?01**1115 f°r SUPPliOS °a a m0Deta^* as «11 as quantita- 

d. Establishment of a single supply catalog. (fief21 H-is). 

.M procedures „qulMd ^ „^ ^ ^ ^ - £ J-jft. gjtjj^ 

for oftaintL the obieotiTOs Ä,^?  P^S™" ™> Bade. Ihe need 
leaders at a secrete^! 7! ?    NSA TOS recognised by our olTiliaa 

leTOi. a^d VTESÄäT^E StSS-^^TL? 1th"w 

« s rfar^SöSB?^ * - a11 

depart^n™ Sort*" SLStl^ T"—' «"*-**UT *• B»o«ttv. 
pattene. .it»lacfer J£ST   ^f^ f?5? "^ *■•*••*—1 ** 
Tbe report of tb. »J^^^ZT^S^-gZ 
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Congress to monitor implementing aotion of the NSA, is one of the most 
critical reports ever rendered on the military establishment» and under- 
standably so. To prevent even more blunt and publio censure and the 
issuance of arbitrary implementing procedures and directives by Congress» 
the DOD directed immediate implementing aotion by the military services* 

Our failure to take early orderly aotion now forced us into a 
premature and "positive" implementation of procedures which were only 
partially developed* Although the hard core of an integrated accounting 
system and broad outlines for effective management procedures» designed 
to base level operations» had been developed» much detail work and testing 
still remained to be done* The system» as developed» was tailored to 
support the budget struoture and provide data required as a basis for 
planning and programming» and for management or operating decisions* It 
would record the value of assets owned or liabilities owed» and trans- 
actions affecting these accounts» by individual activities» units» bases» 
and commands* It would accumulate operating oosts by function and by 
activity* Eventually operating standards for individual activities would 
be developed to assist in measuring effectiveness and efficiency* The 
basic principles of the system were extremely simple» in the beginning» 
being a direct application of double entry bookkeeping theory taught in 
nearly every high school in the oountry, and understood, consoiously or 
otherwise» by every individual who reads the daily newspaper or maintains 
a checking acoount or runs a family budget* Notwithstanding this» the 
scope of the program» its departure from traditional military prooedures» 
and the tremendous workload involved in its initial phases» required a 
considerable lead time to educate commanders and staff offioers» to re- 
cruit and train technicians» to meohanize olerioal and accounting operations» 
and to provide for an orderly phased implementation* 

Directives were issued to the.field early in March 1954 to use the 
program and instructions for implementing base Monetary Inventory Accounting 
"as of" 31 March 1954* This was followed by additional directives for 
implementing the remainder of the "integrated" accounting system "as of" 
30 June 1954. 

The urgency of the directives was so great that they were ooupled 
with unprecedented automatic personnel authorizations to meet with the 
initial workload requirements* Through the personal and vigorous leader- 
ship of the Secretary of the Air Force and the Chief of Staff» and un- 
paralleled effort and initiative in the field» the almost impossible 
implementation deadlines were met* 

By the end of the calendar year 1954» the new system was producing 
broad "order of magnitude" data as to Air Force inventories and other assets 
with AF liabilities* Of course no-one was quite sure how this information 
was to be used but one thing was evident - here was an entirely untapped 
field of historical information* Both the system itself and the aoouracy 
of its produot have been in various stages of refinement since the year 
1955» so now we have in being considerable experience data» to serve as a 
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d-pot. or an Mr ForoeTÄ ^S^SXSl^T^ * ^ 
JSS. 

The Commanderfs Sole 

the haS: ^i^Lrrris a.r°-°dged *«*«•*» 
fine edged sword tTout öStS^!«   2° -° Xt *roPerly> i* is a 
his financial and iogTstiffl bank ^f ^f7° W*Stö *** fat that ^eaks 
efficiency of his oofrati^  *  *? 4

0Urta1^ the effectiveness and 

device to^rfi^S^SiS^Sr^^ """ ** a Warai*e 
used by him, or left idle ST. LJ J 8n°yJ°

r future trouble. Mis- 

it can be I d^g^S^SS^e?«We^ 1~1*d«a °f hiS *•>**».. 

of the^trV'^ ^ the shoulders 
himself learns the funSntals Tfl+l Y °J eff^^^ unless he 
leadership which O«2TS£Abfand «T ?* £r0VldeS the Personal 

how to work as an Stof JSIH +       <      subordinate commanders to learn 
been dramatical^ SSSSeJZ S,™1"8. ^ t001- This fao* ^ 
and utilisation -nT^ ^ 
have been provided oersn««.    ««-4*^^T     ,    aaue.    The commands which 
their oommLdS, lead IhTlLl -        *'  leadership in this endeavor, by 
materiel, A^?ÄttJ3™£ *«■**■»• «t«T 
is significant that SAC, ou?1rInc?i^sS?^V0mbat oaPabi^ty.    It 
viewpoint, and USAJE wi*h £«P+o 2*P ,  *triklttS for°e, from the strategic 
bid are SldSf^^^f^ *0roe* in *»• shadow of theloviet wu-s ellort, and have been for some time. 

staff by to. c.J. Kuthell    Direotor 3 *? "T*6™ °f ** ** ^AF 
Authority and fomeVDiL'w   f 1 °5 Fimn°e °f the Port of N*» York 
who saidf Director of the Comptrollers Institute   of America 

teohni^rS^^^^ and control 
In their application.   Thl.LTZ.^T required leadership 
organisation onl^hen S^IÜTSPSTSS IT^ S* p-ii«»« •?+ —1„ ■ _   ■    ,,     v"°i0 Aa «o question that the president 
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eubordSte^Se^i^aX^0arn^r''' "^ ln SUid^ ** and directing their anolif»S™^ «nd accepting sound management concepts, 

lization £S*ZZ22?££ 5T££££Z "?* *°°rfal uti- 
me.    As a student of the (Air Ftorn.?T^I*      . I U "S"»**1 °lear to 

rnstitute.. iS5 S-iÄSSST 5-Ä-Ä5T2TÄ-J. 
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Officers have come from assorted commands and job assignments, and their 
awareness of their management responsibilities, and the tools available 
to them to discharge those responsibilities, varies, between individuals, 
from almost zero to a full realization« 

I had expected that there would be a pronounoed and consistent 
relationship between the rank, length of servioe, and background of 
individuals and their understanding and acceptance of management re- 
ponsibilities and management capabilities« Instead, I found that rank 
and background played only a secondary role and produced a most con- 
flicting and contradicting pattern» It was evident that most Offioers 
seemed content to explain why certain things should not be done, but they 
were in no position to offer alternate solutions. It was clearly, un- 
mistakeably, and consistently evident that the degree of understanding 
and acceptance of these individuals depended primarily on what major 
command they had served with prior to coming to the Institute« 

I was amazed by the extensive knowledge displayed by former SAC 
staff officer personnel, regarding some of the more recent AF management 
tools and their application to SAC problems« They could cite, from 
memory, the approximate cost of operating their base and how it compared 
to previous periods and to other bases« They took pride in the fact that 
they had utilized such tools to reduce their base supply inventories by 
a million dollars, or more, and at the same time they had increased their 
supply effectiveness. They were not ashamed that their accounting system, 
improvised locally to aocount for aviation petroleum consumed during FY 58, 
portrayed over-obligation and over-expenditure, for this condition proved 
to be true and not without good oause« I was told, that not a month goes 
by that some different segment of accounting or management information is 
not re-analyzed for command interpretation or discontinuance. They re- 
cognize that such aotions contribute to the over-all effectiveness of the 
oommand and of the Air Foroe in terms of additional planes, flying hours, 
training, or essential procurement. 

I was not shocked by the almost complete laok of knowledge and limited 
interest in the subject from line and staff offioers of several of the 
other oommands« I found an identical pattern of extreme differences, when 
in former assignments as Liaison Officer, and Resident Auditor for the 
Auditor General USAF, I reviewed indorsements to audit Command Summaries, 
inspection reports, Operations reports, rating system analysis, and assorted 
"management documents" published by the various commands. It was sometimes 
difficult to believe that all belonged to the same Air Foroe. 

Having served from 1949 to 1958 in assignments that brought me in 
frequent and close contact with major oommand and- Pentagon personnel, I am 
well aware of the impact that senior oommanders personally have on their 
immediate staffs in developing their attitudes and capabilities. On the 
basis of earlier observations, supported by a sizeable sampling from a 
pool of over 200 Offioer students, it appears evident that the impact of 
the senior oommander's attitude and desires is as great, or greater, on 
subordinate oommanders« 
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The base commander s«n»a «*. _ 
^gnifying the ^!S^J^B^^^J^^ ^^ and 
instinctive and uncanny in his abUitv S^ü"10* 00ra*ander.    He is 
commander's attitude and desires reallva~      f^6 What the senior 

interpretation, in the words I? »iH=^       ,'    In °arrying out their 
the positive - elimSte SL ^ativ^9^0?^1, SOttS' *"* ^ccentSte   - 
record" letters supporting moÄT     Mp Servioe ■»* "*»• the 
eliminated or diluä^w^ ^ !f ^ "—«««* are 
results.    Conversely   aLr^f-      domward» and produce negative 
the senior command   ^Z^ZZ^*^ °Q th* ^ °* 
and definitive or carefullv mo«<+     ?   y bxa Pers°nal participation 
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are particularly valid wLre^task \" ZcSZ^*' ,*— °<>™^onl 
inertia and old habits must be overfÜ    lack:mg to glamour, or where 
are to be used. overcome and new oonoepts and tools 

to a baset^ande0^ ^^^J*"*« th° -IT commander 
leadership of the base 5SÄ on nis^rdf *? ^ i-»Mt of *h" 
media of daily personal offioiaT Z^£??£££' thr^h th° 

understand their ».p^MlS^TJ^ST 00amafde« do not fully 
of Air Force resources.    Thevar! «^their°apabiliti*s for management 
continuing leadership which iaT VnwUiag the dynamic, personal 
*^fc^P«n.lMS^1^i^%SS*^ ^effective ÜSÄ 
est   .ohelo» of command - HTUSJF "** ^^«^ °n the high- 

the ÄÄ^^ 0tti» ^ *~ - 
development and initial £2? c^W^l*** raa ^«^rence in the 
management tool, the extent of l^f^ti0n °f the accounting systL 
been largely hidden Äf     o?1nteS,°? ^JO*** °m°es ^e nas 
which has been depreciated thr^h £e^e d!partmeftal *taff actions, 
later publications.    The^enSites^ Zn?    ******* channels and 
tinuing concern has been evidenced^L JT^f*1" that their oon- 
letters and discussions wiS ZJor lol ^ *° time throuSh Personal 
indications of interest are enSrelv SS*^ J^™' thes« e^«al 
and resistance caused by^ur pSvSus^S9^ *° OV°r°ome «» inertia 

specifLL^X^f^: Z^Ztf^ T^ M » a^* 
them, we must critically examin? the irn^f *,     T* *»*» to °™«^e 
earliest days as a separatHStionJ?K?\ f PaSt 6TOnts*    **** our 
our days as the Army Air^crcs   w"e»SLJ?Jf7 Si6n&1 CorPs ^d though 
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praotioes, and the instinct is still deeply ingrained* 

Added to the problem of mis-direotad "instinct1*, is the problem 
of deficiencies in the background and training of personnel. Only an 
extremely limited number of our senior commanders and base commanders 
have had the variety or the type of assignments to prepare them for the 
automatic acceptance and discharge of today*s management task« The early 
assignments of our senior commanders, of necessity, emphasized flying and 
operational problems almost exclusively* Their assignments during the 
war were largely training and combat operations which bears little re- 
semblance to today's management role* The bulk of our officers coming into 
service during the Vffl II build-up, also of neoessity, were trained in a 
narrow speoialty* Not only was their wartime service confined almost 
exclusively to these specialties but, beoause of the problems inherent 
in our transition from a nparasiten to an autonomous agency, it was ne- 
cessary'to oontinue their specialized assignments during the early years 
of our operating as a separate Department. Only in the past few years 
has it been possible to provide our offioers with the variety of command 
and staff assignments required to adequately prepare them for the role 
of commander/manager* Progress in these few short years has been un- 
precedented, and is nothing short of miraculous* Nevertheless, very real 
defioienoies still do exist* 

As an initial step toward overcoming these deficiencies, we must 
oontinue to re-initiate at the earliest possible date, a dynamio and 
continuing educational program starting with our current Air Force 
objectives* This program could have broader implications involving the 
entire military establishment, however, I feel that if we can re-allign 
our thinking Air Force wide - the other services will likewise follow 
suit* This program should be developed and monitored as a Chief of Staff 
responsibility at HQ USAF level. The initial emphasis should be directed 
toward those individuals who are serving as major oommanders and possibly 
as Deputy Chiefs of Staff at HQ USAF level* These individuals, in turn, 
with assistance and broad guidance from HQ USAF, should initiate two- 
pronged programs direoted toward their senior staff offioers and their 
sub-commanders and base commanders* Similar two-pronged programs should 
then be initiated by base oommanders to include two principle objectives* 
First, to assist oommanders and staff officers at all echelons to under- 
stand the critical urgency for obtaining more effective management of 
our resources; their responsibility in this effort, and the tools avail- 
able to them to discharge their responsibility* Secondly, to establish 
a means of "exercising these management tools" in much the same manner as 
SAC and TAC exercise their combat tools* One means of doing this is 
through regularly scheduled Monthly Exeoutive Control Meetings, and Quarterly 
Commanders Conferences, conducted by the Commander and attended by all 
sub-commanders nr\<\  senior staff offioers, for the purpose of reviewing and 
analyzing products of the program and their application to logistical 
capability and combat effectiveness* 

Several of the commanders at major commands have already initiated 
programs of the type mentioned in the preoeding paragraph* They have 
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reported the measure to be a success, as evidenced by the fact that 
Sno^T*^8 areialin *• lead ** »«nagement efforts, anl more 
22K?Ä I e f°^S ^ aerially improved their combat 
se^Sl t«2'J°SSa±St th0m in thoir initial -eduoational» aims, several commands temporarily enlisted the services of Civilian 
Management Consultant firms.    These firms, whose membership included 
a wide range 0f both industrial and military experience, researched 
anTSLT^r aBd,*ba t00lS «■"■"• ^resolve these pr^blem^, 
and they further assisted the commanders in conducting personal^ 
discussion panels.    The panels lasted two days, withfrom 12-20 
L£™      f5 ?ffÜerS r1 sub-o°»«nanders attending each session as 
«™/       f FT*8*    Stimulatod by the personal leadership of the 
commander and the experience and research data contributed by the 
consultants,  (enhanced by the fact that the consultants had no private 
iSrnLf£* °r J4"?^ to ■*"*«** participants eagerty sought tT 
learn and they made invaluable contributions to the progress. 

not anII!h8of,1?
anagem0a^fNnnS' W°Uld be Particularly desirable (although 

not an absolute necessity) where our more senior officers are the 
participants, since discussion would tend to be less inhibited and ideas 
Sna? Jr£™?t *** *Soussed "°™ **"*-    »1. method has tS addi*! 
ional virtue of being almost immediately available and oomparativelv 
inexpensive, since several excellent firms have already o^eteT * 

c2u^Ve *•?T°h °f AnBy' NaVy «* ** management problems^ pro- 
cedures, assisting commanders in conducting conferences and schools, 
and tailored to three and four star level as well as to field grade 
officer level.   We must recognize, however, that valuable as this 
oersZ? fW* i8,0nly "a «*•**«» supplement to t*e commander.« 
personal leadership and the technical know-how of his staff.    iHust 
raacTf^T*6? b^internal P">S**" at the command and base leveHo reach all levels of operation. m TO 

In conducting any command educational program and in exercising 
ContX^^ de^?e\thr0Ugh Conmand««' Ccnfefences anffeSSive^ 
225E Mee*1DSSL" 8hould b* remembered that while a broad unde™ 
SSSXi"? WOrfff lmow]LodSe of management procedures and'tS   is 
i«S! A,    2r pointinS 0lrt dividual responsibilities, our activities 
in the Air Force are so diversified, and the task so larg^nd cSSiL 
that we must avoid the mistake of trying to do everytS at on^r^w* 

S^i££2W ^^^o^entrati^^ecled^eas^f 
particular interest to the command or installation, until the tool be- 
comes familiar and confidence is gained in the over-all sysW When 
such proposals as mentioned above were discussed informally witt th£e 

S'dvnaS^^^6 •ment Analy8iS Di™°*0™* they agreed tL^some^nd 
S^TU f^l was needed, but that their personnel were alreadT 
^.?^W t0 SOlTO 0Urr8nb OOJmBLad Problems.    The questions!* 
more emotive management were naturally presented to the Management 
Analysis staffs, but as expected, each staff reflects the SrTofthe 
local commander who might not possess the capabilities of the Secutive/ 
Manager   whom we spoke about earlier.    In tS absence of man^Snf     ' 
firms or the availability of Management Analysis staffs tTlzSTon 
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additional management exercises, I feel there is one additional source 
of energy available to major commanders, who as yet have failed to make 
their contribution to the current management effort. This source of 
technioal brainpower and industrial experience is oontained in the 
operations analysis staffs at eaoh major command headquarters* A review 
of the projects under study by such groups, reveal little continuity in 
accomplishments or to the over-all Air Force effectiveness which could 
be said as leading to greater combat capability. I was told that SAC 
initially used operations analysis to recommend the most effective means 
for improving flight-operations, and that aircraft maintenance problems 
were to be their seoond target. USAFE operations analysis personnel, 
concentrating with the General Accounting Offioe, researched a most 
effective utilization and control of supply inventories, (utilizing 
monetary inventory accounting as one of the prinoipal management tools), 
with control of Equipment in Use their seoond target.- Both of these 
teams at one time planned to expand into other activities pending the 
aooeptanoe and adoption of their findings. Other commands oould well 
follow this example, determine their own areas of primary ooncern and 
initiate the aggressive aotion that is needed to insure bettor management. 

Hfhile it is hoped that HQ[ USAF will undertake a comprehensive and 
continuing educational and monitoring program, commanders at lower eohelons 
should not delay the initiation of a management program at their level. 
The objective of oommanders at all eohelons is the same - attaining and 
maintaining an effective military force structure. The management tools 
to assist them is this effort are already in their possession. Their use 
has been directed by law, by regulation, and by personal communications 
of the Seoretary of the Air Force and the Chief of Staff. In the event 
they are not put to immediate and effective use. Commanders and staff 
officers, regardless of rank and service» must share in the responsibility 
for failure. 
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CHAPTER IV 

MANAGEMENT TOOLS IN ACTION 

General 

The Air Force, I believe, can be justifiably proud of the progress 
made during the past few years in the development and implementation of 
what may be oonsidered new management tools. While the size of the task 
and the abnormal difficulties associated with it have preoluded anything 
like 100$ effective utilisation of the products of the system, we have, 
nevertheless realized substantial benefits - both direot and indireot - _ 
and we have accumulated experience data whioh,if used, should make possible 
far more productive results in the immediate future. 

One of the most significant contributions over the past few year's 
operation of the Air Force Financial Management System was the creation of 
a growing awareness on the part of base oommanders and their staffs, that 
the operation of a base or a major unit was »big business" - frequently the 
largest single business in the community or state in which it was located. 
This awareness served to direot the commander's attention toward his man- 
agement responsibilities and led to a general improvement in the conser- 
vation and utilization of AF resouroes. 

As an important by-product, more and more communities, adjacent to 
AF installations, have come to appreciate that AF installations were big 
business ventures" and as such their contribution to the economic growth 
and stability of the oommunity warranted the same welcome and consideration 
as would any large oommeroial enterprise. As an example, the Newburgh, 
New York Chamber of Commerce report for 1957, whioh had front page coverage 
in all looal newspapers, highlighted the fact that AF activities in and 
adjacent to Newburgh and West Point( a city-wide population of 48,000. plus, 
with an annual budget approximating 1.5 million dollars)» (Ref 17 »228). 

grew in importance and eoonomio value (during the year) 
. . . channeled $38,168,401 into.Newburgh«s business economy, 
... new construction at the base would represent another 
$2,168,000 ... one in every 53 -employed civilians living 
within sixty miles of Stewart Air Force Base worked for the 
Air Force ... one in every 30 families was an Air Force 
family. (Ref 18 :l). 

A fuller appreciation of the economio importance of military es- 
tablishments to the community, made easier through readily understood and 
accepted accounting data, can be of major importance to improved oommunity 
relations, servioe morale and many other problems whioh direotly affect 
unit effectiveness. As more detailed and complete accounting data beoomes 
available in the immediate future, oommanders should seoure benefit, if 
for no other reason, than from its public relations value. 
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Real Properties and Funds 

«... Tba oufronJ status and the potential for improved management in 
!o f „  K?   -if011 disoussed *» broad *•"» 1» Previous ohlp^s. A 
aZ^f   POrJi0? °f tha disoussio» and examples included in sub- 
a^dS««hJ^«PhS f^Ü?* With Supply Iw**orl«. Equipment in Use, 
and Mechanization, is directly applicable to the Real Property^d 
Funding areas, as well. ««jjwey ana 

Supply Inventories 

As we have previously noted, the Air Force supply inventory of 

SSFS&S?^ billi°n d0llarS °ff0rS o- greSelfp°oIantial 
JESS« 2 •   ? moa9tary savings and improved combat capability. 
Efforts at inventory management in the past have been blunted by the 
sheer mass in number of line items, which exceed l,624,oS line iW 

sTSoStTS Ä InTt0ry Catal°g referon0e - «* 1959) of wScT 35,000 to 60,000 line items may be authorized for a wine base. Th« 

H^Ef l2^I Une ":? Pr0blam iS -P^i-d »y tWacTihat^nly 
th! ZIIL  f?  °orPorations have line item inventories as large as 
the average Air Force base. Sears, Roebuck and Co., for examplf, Ss 
an average of 100,000 and.J.C. Penney Co., about 25,000. (Ref 19 9? 
SL^MT^

0
* °f Tf*"7 *"•"*«* aocounting,' Air Force wide in 

tl^L  ^  -fP"88« line item inventories and transactions to the 
enrSJ0?^*02, °f ^e d°llar* ^ "• for th0 «™* time, a affer- ent kind of a management tool for dealing with this problem. 

*  A-    ?"* Potontial in inventory control and materiel utilization is 
- indicated by the fact that independent management firms, specializing 
^SVenJ0ry °°?tr°l' attend, and have conclusively proven through 
tests and experimentation at several large.corporations, that eve? 

■ tu    7/  best.run corporations can reduce their inventories by l/3 
without decreasing issue availability or as an alternate, with inventory 

?RefX £1T Jf"?!*; be°aUSe th8 SUpply warehouse is'out of stock, 
iff» VJZSl ' li- iS alS° "* belief' based on Personal experience as an auditor in this area for the past seven years, that comparable 
lirlor^f ^™l°n ^^1 bases i/a period of oTyear! and 
Air Force wide within the next two years. This reduction in assets on 
shelves or in bins, is no different than the assets contained in shocks 
funds or m petroleum tanks, and they were reduced by edict alSe in 

„«**„ ?neJfo°tive suPPly management is like an ioeberg. The bulk of its 
ly hidSn ben^w^ ^ "* *" l08S °£  COmba* ^"tiveness£e ma£ 
«LoflT? h° surfaoe- **7 through using the dollar sign as a 
common denominator, or yardstick can we begin to appreciate its fosts, 
whioh include the following: oos-cs, 

a. Cost of the Item - this is the top of the Iceberg the commander 
see, when he makes a local procurement. It is frequently hidden, by^f 
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fog of "ease of attainment* when he obtains the item from MC  by simply- 
asking for it. It is frequently only a percentage of the true cost. 

b. Cost of acquisition ~ this includes oosts of procurement and 
requisitioning actions» communications, packing and orating, shipment, 
reoeiving, inspection, binning, fiscal, administrative and oommand 
overhead, etc These oosts frequently exceed the oost of the item 

itself* 

o« Cost of possession ~ this oost has frequently been referred to 
as a "hot po-baio"-- "the longer it is held the worse the burn." The 
annual oost of possession has been estimated by industry to be at 25$ 
per year. It includesi obsolesoenoe, 10$; interest on oapital (oost of 
tax administration and interest and administrative oosts of government 
loans), 6$; physical deterioration or its prevention, 5$; handling, 
distribution, storage facilities, taking inventory, clerical oosts, etc., 

(Ref 4 : 114). 

d. Hidden posts —• these oosts are over and above all others 
previously listed. Industry estimates that money tied up in exoess in- 
ventory prevents investment in merchandise that would gross 20$ during 
the same period. The oost to the military is far greater, since its 
principle oost is not measured in dollars and oents but in an irreplace- 
able loss of combat capability. 

While the cost of ineffective supply management as developed by 
industry, and expressed in terms of dollars and cents or in percentages, 
appears to be high, thoughtful consideration dearly indicates that the 
oost of ineffective supply management to the military is even higher. 
The oost of the basio item itself is often greater since our technical 
requirements are frequently so high or original; that wo must pay the full 
oost of basio research and development plus the cost of initial production. 
The oosts of acquisition and possession are almost certain to be higher, 
since our world-wide requirements, the remoteness and dispersion of our 
units and unfavorable geographic and storage conditions, markedly increase 
the costs of administration, communication, transportation, storage, and 
loss through deterioration. We are certain to have a higher rate of ob- 
solesoenoe since national survival depends on oontinued advanoes in tech- 
nology and high quality of our forces in being and their equipment. 

In the final analysis it is the commander who bears the brunt of the 
high oost of supply effectiveness, since he is the one who is deprived of 
oritioal resources that oould have been provided with the funds that were 
wasted. Unknowingly, the oonmander himself is his own worst enemy in this 
respect, since he, as the consumer of 85$ of our resources, the store- 
keeper of 20$ of the AF stocks, and the custodian of virtually all our 
equipment, is the individual who is responsible, direotly or indireotly, 
for most of the waste. True, hugh sums are wasted through faulty judgment 
in selection of weapons system and in determination of materiel require- 
ments, which are not direct actions of the commander. Even here, however, 
he must share the responsibility, when incomplete and in-accurate base 
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supply reoords, unauthorized base stocks and issues, poor supply 
discipline and multiple requisitions for the same item, all have a 
pyramiding effect in computing the central procurement requirements 
of the Air Force. In short, the commander is the cause, directly or 
indirectly, of most of the ills that beset him in this area. 

In eliminating the oanoer of uncontrolled inventory, the oom- 

lEÄ'n^VST I? hi8^ SUrS°°n* utilizi*S the management instru- ments provided to him. While most of the benefits whioh he will 
realize front his actions will reach him only indirectly, he will never- 
theless realize several substantial direot benefits. He will realize 
increasing monetary savings in his local procurement, since approx- 
iÜT?? \V f h±B,invöntory iß Presently locally procured and funded 
and (finally) supply policy is to increase decentralization of pro- 
Z^rlV  Wlli **?***  substantial monetary savings through reduced 
Ä7 %     **.and raduoed ^ balanced inventories, linoe, af we have 
noted, the costs of acquisition and. the annual costs of possession run 
high. The commander pays for the major portion of these costs either 

S^?110^/^ °r *""** •"*•* ailita'y manpower, trans- portation charges, storage or wasted facilities. The average potential 
JSS^0? I   5™ * " 5 million dollars in **» inventory ofeaoh base, 
indicated by the experience to date, would mean a substantial annual 
iSiSLÜ   commander In his MO funds, manpower and facilities. As a 
S!TS3^r 88tf"*e' evwy dollar <* •»•« supplies promptly identi! 
fied and disposed of properly, means a dollar in direot savings in funds 
considering again the high »cost of possession.» Every doUa? saved 
in new procurement, in excess of actual needs means a minimum of two 
««^"■J'+r'K-*1* f°r inoroased oombat capabilities, considering 
the cost of the item, oost of acquisition and cost of possession. 

Indireot savings to the commander are equally impressive. Lack 
of inventory control is a blight that spreads rapidly throughout an 
organization. When personnel are permitted to be negligent in supply 
control andutilization, they become slipshod in otter elements of the 
operation. (Ref 4 * 5). Correction of supply deficiencies will result 
in a general improvement in the overall operations. 

The principle indireot saving, and more important than all the 
wf^^t0??*in°d' iS thaI offe°tive »«pply control and management 
will substantially reduce the «reaction» time of our conventional 
logistics system. Since we do not know when the enemy will strike, or 
how much of our own strike force will be destroyed before it is able 
to launch a return strike, or what subsequent military actions will 
?r!; pi'i 17 logistios Program must have the capacity to react instant- 
ly at all times and under any oiroumstances in support of the surviving 
combat forces. We do not have this capacity at prlsent, using Wwll 
2?!^!£.W6TnS, *niWe 0ann0t P°B8ibly attain the capacity regardless 
of costs, if we confine ourselves to the established archaic supply 
procedures we have known in the past. "uppxy 
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The task of attaining effective inventory control will not b© an easy- 
one but neither is it a hopeless one« We will have the advantage of indus- 
try's oumulative experience to draw upon» as we have in the past* plus the 
tremendous assistance afforded by base level mechanization, and the exten- 
sive use of electronic data processing maohine equipment with their high 
speed computers at different echelons of command* In the event we falter in 
the task* which we assume by reason of logio and compelling need will not be 
oase, we may be spurred on by the fact that the direction of our aotions has 
the blessings of Congress and also the Department of Defense* 

In the past» with over one and a half million individual line items 
stored in hundreds of locations throughout the world» with oountless supply 
transactions taking place simultaneously» -with a procurement and shipping 
pipe-line of several years» with changes in Air Force planning and operating 
programs taking place continuously» and a hopelessly inadequate stone age 
manual reoord-keeping system» it was utterly impossible to realistically 
determine what we had» where we had it, what was on order» or what we needed* 
Even at base level» the commander» with 35,000 to 60»000 line- items in'his 
supply inventory» and oountless training and operating problems demanding a 
priority of attention, was faoed with an aMost impossible task* 

Through the use of the common denominator of the dollar, which has been 
required in one of the functions of the integrated accounting system, namely» 
Inventory Accounting Monetary (IAM), the oommander can quiokly obtain a 
general picture of his supply status by scanning sub-property olass summaries» 
instead of trying to make an analysis by individual line items of supply* 
While monetary accounting data and the system has been subject to much con- 
troversy and will never supplant individual line item analysis» it does vastly 
simplify the task of the oommander and his staff by blocking out large areas 
where conditions appear generally satisfactory, and spotlighting areas 
whioh appear to be in, or headed for, trouble* It highlights a crisis in 
the making and provides the opportunity to do something about it before it 
beoomes too serious. (Ref l : 213-218). 

I will present only a brief outline of the monetary inventory account- 
ing system and its application to base and oommand level inventory problems» 
since this subject is excellently presented to commanders in AM 67-10» 
dated 1 March 1956» This manual is the most readable» interesting, and under- 
standable military publication I have hadi;he opportunity to read in a long 
time. While normally I would shy away from a military manual as if it were 
a plague, I oannot praise this publication too highly* A little over two- 
hundred pages in length» it oan be absorbed in one afternoon to provide a 
comprehensive knowledge of supply oontrol and management that would take weeks 
of research to uncover. 

In explanation» the IAM system is nothing more than a logical extension 
of existing supply accounting procedures* Its operation, while involving a 
hugh volume of data, is relatively simple. It requires that all supply tran- 
sactions show a dollar value, as well as quantitive totals. In initiating 
IAM, the inventory on hand was prioed out (at standard prioes provided by 
AMC, or looal purchase price, as applicable) to show dollar value. The value 
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of the then authorized Stock Control level, «as also priced. Supply 
transactions, subsequent to the initial inventory, were priced as a 
matter of routine. 

In order to pin-point probable problem areas and to provide mean- 
ingful experience data to aid the commander in his decisions, monetary 
inventory data was originally accumulated by sub-property class with 
a breakout of significant segments to include the following: 

1. Value of Inventory 
Prepositioned and War Reserve Stocks 
Project Materiel 
Operating Inventory 

Servicable Stock 
Reparable Stook 
Work Order 

2. Value of Inoreases and Decreases 

To or From Base Organizations (other bases, depots/other 
agencies) 

Base Manufacture 
Local Purchase 
Reclamation and Salvage 
Donations 

3. Value of Repair Cycle Transao-cions 
Reparable Stook 
Reparable Turn Ins 
Returns to Service Stook 
Work Order 
ün-reparable 

4. Value of Authorized Stook Levels 

5. Value of Declared Excess 
Initial 
Upon Disposition 

It is significant that such additional "breakouts" as have been added 
since the system was originally implemented, have been added at the 
insistence of supply managers, materiel staffs,, and commanders (rather 
than by the accountants who already had their hands full) once they 
began to experience the system's benefits and realized its potential. 

Sinoe existing supply directives require that requisitions, pur- 
chase orders, and other supply documents show location, source, dispo- 
sition, purpose and pertinent supply information, as well as the unit 
price, the extension of the supply system to provide monetary data is 
both logical and basically very simple. From a procedural standpoint it 
can only be truthfully said to requires 
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1. Supplementing the general« frequently hazy, and incomplete 
narrative information contained on supply documents with a numerioal 
code to insure completeness and consistency, which also facilitates the 
processing function. 

2. Review of supply documents for their completeness and accuracy 
of information shown thereon, (This review was required previously but 
it was frequently performed in a haphazard manner). 

3. IAM merely required the extension of prioes and quantity to 
show total value* 

4. By the system, consolidation and summarization of monetary data 
was accomplished. 

IAM operations to date confirm the simplicity of the original pro- 
cedures by mechanization measures now adopted at most bases to handle the 
hugh workload of coding, extension work, consolidation and summarization 
requirements». It is evident that, as a prerequisite to the full sucoess 
of the operation, the commander must insist that the information be ourrent 
in the system, and that using units and base supply personnel be held 
responsible for the aoourate and complete information on supply documentat- 
ion. It must be remembered, that no matter how good the system , there 
will always be some persons who will "fight the problem" and say the products 
are worthless due to the numerous potential human failures inherent in the 
operation. This is like saying, all medicine to be good - must be a certain 
oolor which is agreeable to the user« 

Perhaps the most significant contribution of IAM in the first year 
of operation, was to highlight the oritioal and shocking deficiencies 
in base supply operations« Rapid turnover of supply personnel, ooupled 
with an almost oomplete laok of supply training for the majority of the 
assigned strengths in supply offices, together with oritioal under-manning, 
resulted in inaccurate and incomplete stock reoords, incomplete and in- 
accurate transaction descriptions on supply documents and frequent elimin- 
ation or circumventing of established supply prooedures. This situation 
was particularly prevalent at overseas bases beoause" of their rapid activ- 
ation and build-up under adverse conditions, and the inability to hire 
qualified indigenous personnel to supplement or offset the shortages and 
weaknesses of military supply personnel« Although considerable progress 
in this area has been made by major and looal commanders, in alleviating 
this oondition, only positive, aggressive action at the HQ USAF and AMC 
level can provide a satisfactory long term remedy. This can be done 
through improved manning, training, and stability of assignment in the 
supply field, coupled with increased emphasis and priority on the further- 
ance of base mechanization programs. A more equal distribution of military 
:*ank and civilian status to the supply field might be more profitable a 
move than any of the management tools so far designed« but this, theory is 
beyond the range of this paper« 

IAM operations emphasize that while our supply operation itself is 
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huge, and the potential monetary savings are large, the bulk of our 
savings will come from a few concentrated areas« The system enables 
the commander to readily identify and direct his efforts, or the efforts 
of his staff, toward those areas and thereby prevent him from giving 
a disproportionate amount of time to areas of lesser return« 

The heavy concentration of value in a relatively few sub-classes 
of supply is illustrated in a TAC 1958 IAU Report, covering approximately 
400 sub-olassesj 

Number of Sub-Glasses    %Total  Sub-Glasses % Total Value 

4^ 
15 
78 

40Q 

T 
4 
20 
100 

52 
85 

100 

A later TAC report, whioh reflects the increase in number of sub-classes 
due to incorporation of the new Federal Supply Catalog groupings, oovered 
approximately 600 sub-classes and indioates that 40# of the sub-classes 
oontained 98# of TAC inventory value« The concentration of value in a 
small number of sub-classes is generally more pronounced for an individ- 
ual base than for command totals« 

The heavy concentration of value in a single supply category, was 
also emphasized in many of the base inventory reports of various commands 
which were reviewed in developing this point« This concentration, with 
direct comparison to total line items in that olass( based on informal 
estimates developed at HQ AMC) ia shown belowj 

Category 

I (over $500) 

II ($10-$499.99) 

III (under $10) 

ffiotal Line Items 

2 

20 (22) 

78 (100) 

% Total Value 

12 

78 (90) accumul. 

10 (100) 

It is important to note that almost 80$ of the value of base-wide 
inventories are concentrated in Category II. (This distribution differs 
materially from depot inventories because of the difference in stookage 
authorization and supply mission). Related DSAF supply reports indicate 
that there is comparatively little "excess* of Category I items at base 
level« This would indicate that AMC's oonoentrated effort to oontrol 
"High Value" items has met with considerable success and suggests that 
the next step might be a program directed toward better oontrol of the 
substantial values oontained in the Category II supply group« It would 
likewise appear that the existing controls whioh were recently modified 
on Category III classes of supply items, was a very wise move in view of 
the volume of transactions involved in comparison to their aggegate value. 
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Category III representing but 10$ of the base supply value, inoludes 
nearly 80$ of the line items» While base stookage authorizations are 
slightly higher for this oategory than for Categories I and II, and report- 
ing requirements are somewhat reduced, they nevertheless, generate exorbi- 
tant acquisition and reporting costs, completely out of proportion to the 
oost of the items themselves. With the exception of very fast moving items, 
a base stookage authorization of one year should be authorized for all 
Category III items, including those oentrally prooured. Fending the attain- 
ment completely, of worldwide base mechanization, item reports to higher 
headquarters should not be required for this oategory more often than onoe 
annually» This recommendation^ would allow even greater freedom than is 
ourrently being followed of reporting all Category III items in one total* 
It may be emphasized again however, that .even the above recommendation, 
whioh may never be adopted, could not have been thought of without the 
analysis of inventory accounting monetary type of information» 

Thus, in understanding the IAM data available and determining approp- 
riate oourses of aotion, base commanders can benefit from the experience 
of their staffs in the operation of the Clothing and Commissary Stock Funds, 
whioh have been operating sucessfully at base level for the past several 
years» Although these stook funds oonoehtrate on relatively small areas 
of supply, as compared to the IAM task, their operating and management 
principles are similar» (I have purposely avoided the added fisoal details 
of the revolving fund, whioh we need not concern ourselves with at this 
time)» As an example of the potential to be aohieved through dollar controls 
and presentation, as provided by IAH and Stook Funds, SAC, in the face 
of a substantial strength build-up, reduced their Clothing Stock Fund 
Inventory from $7,000,000 in 1952 to $625,000 by Deoember 1955» Servioe 
to the oustomer was materially improved and operating oosts per dollar of 
sale were reduoed by more than fifty percent» A more recent example of 
outback, based upon information refleoted in monetary accounting systems, 
was the across-the-board reduction by 20$ in petroleum inventories held 
in storage at base levels during June - Deoember 1957» Similar reductions 
in other Stook Funds followed when managers realized the amount of funds 
that were tied up in exoess inventories» 

Probably the most significant red flag provided by IAM is the three- 
way comparison of base issues to operating inventory and to authorized 
stook control level» In analyzing a Quarterly Report covering a sub-property 
olass supporting a statio operating program whioh may be authorized a 90- 
day Stook Control Level, we know that all three figures (issues- Inventory - 
and Stock Level) should be approximately equal» (If the SCL was for 30 or 
60 days, or the operating program for the next period was to inorease 50$, 
we would mentally interpolate)» If all the figures are equal, we can 
assume that in general the sub-olass is not in any serious difficulty» If 
the three figures are not equal (approximately), we must look further to 
looate the reason for the difference» To do this we would scan the in- 
dividual items, beginning our searoh of items with the highest monetary 
balances» Inspection may show that the SCL has not been properly computed; 
it may show that War Reserves or Projeot Materials have not been properly 
identified and are erroneously included as Operating Stook; it may reveal 
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a considerable amount of dead stock or ourrent supplies in excess of 
our needs. Early IAM data, as an example, exploded the belief of many 
supply offioers and commanders that the high value of the base inventory 
was mainly due to the conversion of old model or type of aircraft to 
new. Very few of the old spare parts and supplies related to former A/C 
were found to be useable on the now A/C» new supplies had to be pre- 
stooked; and disposition of old supplies wals very slow. All this was 
true, except that the monetary value of these items represented only a 
very small f raotion of the total monetary value of the base inventory. 
The bulk of the monetary overages of many of these bases, as highlighted 
by the uses of IAM, was concentrated in housekeeping and technioal service 
supplies. (Ordnance, Quartermaster, Engineer, etc.) In any event, IAM 
will quickly tell us whether something is wrong in a speoifio sub-class, 
and drastically narrow our searoh to gain a general understanding of our 
supply position and potential problem areas. 

In the event we desire to learn the status of Reparable Stock and 
perhaps the effectiveness of our maintenance program, we might again turn 
to a Quarterly IAM Heport. By visual inspection of the report, we can 
determine the number of months baoklog for reparables, by oomparing the 
Reparable Stook Inventory with the rate of Returns to Serviceable Stock. 
We oan determine whether.depot or contractual assistance is required or 
whether a re-soheduling within our own shop is a possibility. We oan 
determine whether units are aotually turning in reparables when they are 
drawing replacements. By comparison with past reports and summary reports 
of other bases, or with AMC norms, we oan get an indication as to whether 
our units are- adhering to prescribed maintenance procedures, "bench 
check etc., are turning in items for maintenance prematurely, or are 
holding them beyond prescribed periods. 

IAM data is our most effective yardstick for measuring the status 
of the over-all supply program and major segments of the, program. Having 
determined what the stockage objectives should be for various segments 
of the inventory, war reserves, etc., and what excesses or shortages are 
indicated, we oan quickly make a visual check of progress and disposition, 
and thus be alerted to potential problem areas. 

The commander's analysis of his base supply status can be accomplished 

uAr" !UrS 6a0h month' Rfter he has beoomo acquainted with the cap- 
ability and limitations of his new tools. This oan be accomplished by 
determining what he and his staff should look at, and having this data ex- 
tracted on a recurring basis from more detailed reports, and presented in 
ohart or graph form. Initially, he should confine his monthly review to 
the large dollar amount areas and the oritioally dangerous areas, as re- 
vealed by normal supply and comptroller staff analysis. As an order of 
magnitude, he could examine a ohart, kept up to date monthly, showing the 
over-all supply picture and the 10 to 20 sub-property olasses (out of 
several hundred) which comprise from 50-65^ of his base inventory, monetary 
value. In addition, eaoh month he oould either briefly scan one-third of 
the remaining sub-classes (so as to scan them all every three months), or, 
as an alternative, oould have presented for his scanning, all (or a third) 
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of the sub-olasses that deviate more than 50-25- or 10$ from a norm de- 
termined by him or presoribed by a higher headquarters. 

Having reviewed IAM's capabilities we should also take cognizance 
of its limitations. The oommander should be fully aware of these weaknesses 
so that if he cannot take the neoessary actions to eliminate them, or to 
reduce them, he will at least consider them in his valued judgment. I 
have often heard commanders express their feeling in this regard by advising 
staff members to confine their us« of IAM to its. capabilities, or, plan 
to head for disillusionment and perhaps real danger. 

IAM's major deficiencies are directly attributable to the fact that 
the system, for the present, must be tailored and restricted to the limit- 
ed capabilities of a manual supply operation and a manual accounting 
operation as well. True, some bases throughout the Air Foroe have begun 
to mechanize, but in the main this mechanization is simply no more than 
doing by maohine the same operations that were formerly done with people. 
This limitation permits us to accumulate only net overages or net short- 
ages instead of gross overages or gross shortages. When IAM indioates 
there is something wrong with a sub-property class we may be assured that 
there really is something the matter. However the degree may be under- 
stated and there may be likewise instances where a sub-olass appears to 
be in order, but in fact, there is hidden trouble. Since only net over- 
ages or shortages are indicated, it may be possible for a sub-class to 
have offsetting overages and shortages ($100,000 over and $100,000 short) 
and appear .to be in perfeot balance. In like manner, balances with 
$100,000 over and $60,000 short, or a net overage of $40,000 would be 
an understatement and the shortage would not be indicated. 

This shortcoming is significant and commanders should exert all the 
resouroes at their command to implement a true base mechanization program 
at the earliest possible date. (Most bases reported to USAF in December 
1958, partial mechanization, or like H<^ TAC - use of "odd" equipment like 
Burroughs machines, which are one step removed from a manual operation) 
With prior awareness of this problem, maohine supervisors oan provide the 
oommander, in less than 20# of the time and manpower now required for an 
incomplete appraisal, the full and true picture of the base supply status. 
Pending proper mechanization, the commander can either aooept the limita- 
tion, knowing that half or three-forths of a loaf is better than none, or 
he oan partially fill the gap by soanning stock record balances or Stock 
Balance and Consumption Reports for those items having high monetary bal- 
ances, to ascertain if sizeable offsetting amounts exist. 

Another temporary shortcoming in the use of IAM data, is not at- 
tributable to the IAM system, but rather to the shortcomings in carrying 
out existing supply procedures. While the deficiencies and discrepancies 
in our supply operation have been highlighted by IAM, which serves to show 
the effectiveness of IAM as a management tool, these discrepancies, are 
carried forward into the IAM data itself (since IAM merely repeats, in the 
oommon denominator of the dollar, what the supply reoords show in quanti- 
ties). Accordingly, before major deoisions are made in problem areas. 
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portrayed by IAM, it may be neoessary and advisable to oheok the supply 
stook reoords to first asoertain their validity. As the reliability 
of supply reoords is improved, oomparable relianoe oan be placed on IAM 
without going back to verify the source data. This too oan easily be 
aohieved through mechanization. 

We should anticipate that in the not too far distant future, after 
IAM has assisted us in identifying and disposing of dead stock, and 
other excesses for building up fully reliable consumption data, it will 
be our princip al instrument for preparing the materiel budget, demon- 
strating our management capability, and justifying our budget require- 
ment. In the meantime, raw IAM data, as "it ourrently exists represents 
a real possible danger if mis-used by higher echelons or external agen- 
cies who may not be fully aware of its present limitations or in the faot 
that it tells only a part of the story. The oommander must, insure that 
his IAM report tells the full and the öorreot story of his operations 
as nearly as he oan depict them and he should accompany or follow up his 
reports with narrative explanations, where required. He may oheok 
oertain things himself contained in the aooounting system, onej to insure 
that War Reserve and Propositioned Stooks and Projeot Materials are not 
included as Operating Stooks, or, that obsolete, obsolescent, and limited- 
use stooks are separated and identified with current excesses for dis- 
posal actions. 

To faoilitate the field oommander's task, HQ USAF and HQ AMC could 
think about modifying existing supply and IAM procedures to provide a 
more positive, oomplete identification of all obsolete or obsolesoent 
aircraft - equipment - and supplies, now held in inventories for. the 
contingency of U.S. participation-in "limited" operations in remote or 
backward sections of the world. There are other reasons that oould be 
mentioned for plaoing aside items and weapons like first line jet A/c* 
but unless this identification is oomplete and current, we dangerously 
overstate our capability for major combat operations and continually 
jeopardize favorable consideration of our budgetary requirements. In 
addition, immediate, priority action should be taken by all major com- 
mands to insure that base mechanization, transceivers between installat- 
ions, depots and major command headquarters for electrical transmission 
of volume supply data, and high speed computers at strategic supply lo- 
cations and seleoted major commands are installed and fully utilized as 
promptly as possible to reduce our supply reaotion time and enable us 
to provide the true, oomplete story of our supply requirements and status. 

In summary, IAM is a most practical and useful management tool. 
The early deficiencies which it has highlighted in supply procedures and 
operations, while requiring caution in the use of initial (raw) IAM data 
by itself, serves to emphasize IAM's immediate contribution and its vast 
potential. This potential will be realized only when supply aotivities 
are completely mechanized at all eohelons so that attention oan be direct- 
ed to: modification of oertain supply concepts and classifications, a 
further reduotion in the number of General Ledger aooounts which are used 
to reflect supply transactions, and a revision of the present dollar 
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inventory reporting requirements which will materially oontribute to a 
simplification of IAM procedures. In the meantime, most thinking indi- 
viduals will admit, some reluctantly, that this management device repre- 
sents as great an advancement in inventory management as did the steamship 
over the sailboat in the field of transportation« Commanders should use 
it to the maximum of its present capabilities, while striving to refine 

its products and mechanize its operation« 

Equipment in Use 

The Air Foroe has approximately twenty eight billion dollars worth 
of equipment in the hands of using units. (Ref6 :7). This area is second 
only to "on the shelf" inventories, in size of potential monetary savings 
and potential increase in combat effectiveness« As we have previously 
noted, the problem of attaining effective control and management of equip- 
ment in use is similar to that of supply inventory control, sinoe it in- 
volves a large number of line items and requires the use of the "dollar, 
as a common denominator. While there are considerably fewer equipment 
line items than in the supply inventory, there are vastly more control^ 
segments involved. Controls must be established in thousands of individ- 
ual units, whereas the number of supply aocounts is considerably less than 

one thousand. 

Notwithstanding the fact that the total monetary value of Equipment 
in Use was first reflected on installation, command, and Air Force 
Balance Sheets as of SO June 1954, only a very limited use has been made 
of Monetary Equipment in Use data or procedures, to date« The principle 
reason for this was that priority has been given, and properly so, to 
the solid establishment of the over-all integrated accounting system, 
and to IAM, as the segment offering the largest potential payoff. Now 
that the bulk of this phase of thinking has been initiated and partially 
accomplished and some of its products are ready for effective management 
use, we should give increased attention to Equipment in Use, as the area 
of seoond largest pay off. While involving thousands of commanders, staff 
officers and supply and accounting personnel, and requiring an extensive 
"eduoational program", our efforts to establish control of Equipment in 
Use should be facilitated by related experience in the monetary accounting 
field, and by virtue of the fact we are dealing with only about a fifth 

or sixth as many items as we had in IAM. 

The Equipment in Use problem breaks down into two major areas» Air- 
oraft and Missiles, and all equipment other than aircraft and the basic 
missile weapon. Although aircraft and missiles represent the major portion 
of out total equipment value, because of their high unit costs and identif- 
ication, they constitute by far the easiest management problem. Central 
assignment and accounting for individual aircraft is already in effect, and 
I understand a similar program is being instituted, or in the thinking 
stage for weapon accounting. Reasonably complete and accurate monetary data 
is said to already exist in this area. This information, therefore, should 
be put to immediate use, as a supplement to item control, to emphasize the 
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huge investment in obsolescent aircraft and to af^» ^e^££f 
«farther the continuation of this large assortment of limi^d service 
aircraft and missiles in our active inventory is justified **•**>• 
of the high cost of possession, maintenance, and operation. As we 
Sve previously noted in our review of supply inventory operations, 
Se^eapons» held for possible use of other friendly countries or 
for limited operations, should be separately identified. 

The second area covering a $14 billion dollar investment in 
Equipment in Use, other than aircraft and the basic ~»J* ^JJ?1' 
buY including -weapon support equipment», is a far more *i«""» 
problem, but its potential pay off is great. As was the ^se with 
UK. monetary equipment accounting has highlighted shocking defic- 
iencies in the Equipment in Use records of using units. Many unit 
records wereloSd to be almost worthless. Ihli. ^" £J^™ 
improvement, the records of many units are today still inaccurate and 
incomplete. 

Monetary data will not provide all the answer to this problem on 
an AF-wide bLis or even a major command basis, since it P^ently 
represents but one leg of a three legged stool. In addition to the 
value of equipment on hand, currently reported, we need to know the 
™lue of equipment authorized and the commander's estimate ofjquip- 
Snt required in order to have an effective management *M*™™*V 
Because of the unit record deficiencies, known to be prevalent through- 
out the Air Force, frequent substitution of items, changes in UALs, out tne Air «roe, xr«iuo . , k f effeotive command control, reorganization of units, hoarding, and iaoK 01 e"»«"A'     «nrHinrized 
elSSnt on hand frequently bears little resemblance to *■*«**> ™? 
orttmt authorized to that required. An independent spot check of unit 
record's, by commands which was made by USAFE with representatives of the 
General Accounting Office, April 1957, revealed examples as follows: 

Uef22gSupp|lXkoriz9d ^^ Required 

A 
B 
C 
D 

$ 27,000 
13,000 
17,000 
167,000 

336,000 
82,000 
67,000 

310,000 

? 
? 
? 
? 

The naked figures, do not in themselves, solve our equipping problem. 
ftX  howfvfr/direot the commander's attention to a very real Problem 
and suggest the commander seek the reason for such disparity and the 
ELE2L Failure to do so, directly J.«P«^" fS^*3ootäeT 
ness of the Air Force, and leaves the door open for crash , so called 
»corrective», actions and reduction in procurement authorization, by 
higher echllons and external agencies. This is particularly dangerous 
since analysts of preliminary^.admittedly incomplete monetary reports, 
indica^ tnat despite substantial total overages in many ^dividual 
units tested to date, a general shortage of approximately 25?$ of Unit 
Sssion Equipment, exist! in these same units. It further suggests that 
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a oonsiderable portion of e™inunits »^f^^ £ 
obsolescent equipment (particularly»«ff»« f?r?ndividual unit or the 
separately f»f ^/^^fJS^y r£eaf£at the "on hand- 
Air Foroe. Analysis of «,dl^™*LV^"0, Laocurate unit reoords and 
figures were extraoted from incomplete« "T^^J    on ^„4, t^t the 

4idSr.seUs"rfleau^rfsa«on S.'S'Ä'Ä«-*. « «tap» commander» s list of auenoriza^u        ~,auirementss that the apparent 
current it in no my represent*^*£*~£™he^economical sub- 
overage is not a true overage, be^.°*£?fitl8. or that true overages 
stitutions for authorized, b^XSiif and r^rementt! which should 
exist over and above both ^^f^^co^t^f possession and 
be promptly disposed of to ^^^^fgouble ahead if the situation 

^Trrect^T^^^ - *""* Pr°" 
curSenr^SemenS oK basis of information such as shown above. 

A +«*» nioture of our Equipment in Use status, our requirements, 
A true Pic™-? °*^future control and management can be had, in and the means of obtaining future 0°*^ "^J^ stroke.    The method 

short order and with a.«i»i™.of.aff?^* ^ut it squires the positive 
of accomplishing this is relatively T^^^S^Sthout it.    For 
leadership of the commander and »*^™"£££ ^supervised by 
maximum effectiveness the program Jj^j»? J^S^SAP, but it can, with 
SÄ2--°SStf »nSUÄ ^JTSiSft „ith the assist 
of base and unit oommanders. 

The basic elements of the program would entail: 

1      The talcing of a wall-to-wall physical inventory of •**P™»**J 
I*    ZT ™^aion of unit commanders.    The inventory will be used 

r.SSl2r.S5oS;iif .SP«* records and to establish corrected 
monetary records at all command levels. 

(a) Authorised 
(b) Authorized but Not Required 
(o) Required but not Authorized 
(d) Total Requirements 
(e) On Hand 

L. ~A    «hmiid b« fullv identified. Two reports should 
Substitute items, on hand, -££J£ ^^ ^      in oomparing and 
be prepared for ea0 Y^' j/ !n^ sumTryreport showing monetary value 
evaluating item ^^^^^^s^Igher headquarters and to spot- 
only to P^^^^^rreqSxi especial attention. If condition 
light maoor problem area which^quire  P        oentrally by major  : 

or records *^t<£*£^J£?Rvalue of items authorized, and 
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equipment, or EAM punoh cards, is easier than manual preparation by- 
units, avoids duplication of effort, insures greater aoouraoy (subject 
to unit correction) and relieves the unit commander of a tedious manual 
chore« 

3* The reviewing and recommending actions would remain the same, 
that is by unit oommanders, base equipping review boards, base commanders, 
intermediate oommanders and major commanders, as appropriate» (APPENDIX A) 

Effective with the date of the physioal inventory, it is suggested 
that the base aooounting office expand its IAM accounting activity to include 
monetary equipment-in-use, thus relieving individual units of this require- 
ment« (For many years the requirement to aooount for Equipment in Use in 
the integrated accounting system (AFM 177-1), was not considered, then a change 
to the AFM 177-1 series "suggested" that token amounts be portrayed in the 
base general iedgers« Most commands merely posted arbitrary amounts to re- 
flect the value of UAL property and'Equipment and revised this figure once 
a year to show compliance with aooounting instructions.) Since the base 
accounting unit already reoeives virtually all supply documents which now 
affeot Equipment in Use accounts, and the commander can arrange for them 
to receive the remainder (Reports of Survey, Salvage, Statement of Charges, 
Droppage-Allowances, Turn-Ins, eto«,), the additional task oan be perform- 
ed by a comparatively simple extension of existing accounting maohine or 
3AM procedures. This aotiön will reduce duplication of effort, increase 
aoouraoy and timeliness, relieve units of an administrative burden, and 
provide an effective means for periodic checks of unit records, for com- 
pleteness and accuracy« 

In the year of 1957, the United States Air Force in Europe (USAFE) 
recognized the importance and confusion existing in the stop and go policy 
Of handling equipment oontained on unit authorization lists, and they made 
a special study of those items of supply - of what they considered - low 
unit value« In order to determine the impact of these minor items upon 
the Air Force supply and accounting systems and the savings that might 
accrue if items oosting less than $10. - were excluded from all UAL pro- 
cedures, the General Accounting Office was invited to, participate in the 
study. This study was oonducted at twelve air bases in the European theater, 
at staff and operational levels* encompassing UAL's and related documents, 
together with disoussions and consultations of Equipping Review Boards, 
base oommanders, directors of materiel, base and organizational supply offi- 
cers, olerioal employees, who all generally agreed to recommend dropping 
UAL supplies having a unit standard price of less than $10« In that same 
year AMC and USAF favorably indorsed this recommendation whioh eliminated 
approximately l/3 of the items currently included on UAL's, and caused a 
reduction in the following administrative, areas» the time expended by 
personnel in the preparation of UAL worksheets and equipment in use records, 
in the volume of mandatory statement of oharges, in the volume of mandatory 
Reports of Survey, in droppage allowance procedures and in establishing 
the commander's materiel requirements« This study case is oited to show 
that this same area of savings oould have portrayed itself to any discerning 
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manager, or commander, if only the monetary equipment records maintained 
byunits had been reliable, and the information had been presented xn 
some orderly and understandable manner.. (See APPENDIX A). 

In summary. Monetary Equipment in Use accounting, can be^a most 
useful and effete management tool. While its main contribution to date 
Zl beento simply call attention to a huge investment in equipment, it 
^ be quickly and easily applied to unit, command or Air Force wide equip- 
PSSUPPS problems. Its potential will be realized only through the per- 
SI leadership of the commander in educating his people as to the possible 
monetary aid combat contributions of this area, and by personal supervision 
oT^TnSial »comprehensive survey,» the. accounting simplifications and 

the management applications, as outlined above. 

Automation 

General B.W. Ratings, former Commander of HQ AMC, in a recent 
article in the Air University Quarterly Review, presents a conclusive case 
Tr»automation,» which he defines as »substitution of machine energy, 
mental or physical.» The urgent requirement for »mechanization» through- 
cut the Air Force, starting with base level, which.has beerrstressed in 
?Ss study, is also encompassed in General Bawling-s definition of auto- 
mation,^ emphasized throughout his article. The following points, 
emphasized in this message, are paraphrased at this time to provide a 
comprehensive picture of the need for automation, the over-all program to 
aoSeve it, and its application and benefits to the field commander» 

1. Airlift plus automation„equals fast and flexible air 

logistios. 

2. Logistical flexibility is the oapaoity for supporting 
military foroes at the same speed with which they can be employed 
tactically or strategically. 

3. The high cost of the item itself, the cost of acquisit- 
ion and possession, and the high rate of obsolesence due to rapid 
technological advances prohibits extensive stockpiling. Tutaerabil- 
ity of targets in overseas area particularly rules out extensive 

stockpiling in those areas. 

4. The average speed of supply to the American troops in the 
American Revolution was l-i/3 miles per hour . . . in World War II 
about 3-1/2 MPH . . . an average of 106 days was required for de^ 
livery of an item requisitioned by foroes in Germany. 

5. 80$ of our present support oyole is oonsumed, not in trans- 
port, but in transmitting and processing paperwork and processing the 
materiel itself. . Only 20# of the support oyole in oonsumed by 
transportation. 

6. Automation is an absolute. A little of it is not practically 
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effective. Applied in patchwork fashion, its power is diffused 
and dissipated. Complete systems must be automatized and syn- 
chronized if the whole tempo of output is to be accelerated. 
Automation, systematically applied throughout the preponderant 
processing phases - permeating our oommunioations, data pro- 
cessing, inventory control, materials handling - can galvanize 
the whole support cycle into new life. 

7. Automation's major contribution will be, first, and of 
primary importance — a substantial increase in our operational 
effectiveness . . . seoondly economy in our logistics . . . third- 
ly, increased depth of defense through a stabilized and infinitely 
more productive industrial potential. More specifically it should 
eliminate stockpiling by quickly focusing materiel on given areas: 
eliminate manpower bottlenecks; provide stable, predictable expan- 
sion factors; save in manpower; save in oost of equipment; and 
save in initial materiel investment through better determination 
of requirements and shorter pipeline. 

8. Automation is divided roughly into five broad areas of 
operations« (1) data processing (2) oommunioations (3) inventory 
control (4) materials handling (5) manufacturing. Instantaneous, 
accurate and inexpensive oommunioations between using units and the 
supply depots is an absolute neoessity in order to realize the 
full benefit« of mechanization. Ihis will be accomplished by 
transceivers," a desk-size transmitting and receiving device which 

transmits eleotronio impulses from coded oard impressions over 
hundreds or thousands of miles to another transceiver, which punch- 
es an identical oard at the reoeiving end. This system, installed 
between AMC installations in the 21, is expeoted to reduce 21 
Pipeline time by 10-20^. It is scheduled to extend to overseas 
installations, using radio connections'. 

9. Inventory control is always the potential quagmire of a 
logistics system. We cannot safely trim inventories to the most 
economical minimums unless our stooks are completely and immediate- 
ly at our command at all times. This is impossible by manual me- 
thods which generate a vicious oycle — the requisition cycle is 
so slow that it tends to accumulate excesses and imbalances - the 
more ponderous the oontrol maohinery beoomes, the less aoourate and 
and timely is its reflection of the data whioh influences management 
decisions concerning requirements, distribution, transportation, etc. 
Electronic data-handling, besides radically shortening pipelines, 
will greatly increase preoision in developing requirements. 

«c , 3"?* In the oalondar y«ar 1954 alone the Air Foroe disposed of 
575 million dollars worth of surplus material, much of it equipment 
whioh had become obsolete or whioh previously been required to 
support weapons that had become obsolete. While the entire sum can- 
not be considered waste, any more than hospitalization insurance is 
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a wast, in a year when illness does not strike, the cost of °bsoles- 
oZl  can\e drastically reduced through more •£*»**»£$&* 
^ZtnHas and requirements and a shorter pipeline, all of wM.cn 
o™. a£l£n Srotgh automation at a small fraction of th. oost 
of current surplus. (Ref 8 «extracts). 

Base Mechanization 

The application of mechanization at base level, the benefits.real- 

of other-commands, as well as 01 """^""f  O4.„J„  <i»y,-,*r ovar-all opinions 
has been compiled for presentation in this study. Their over-all opinx 

are as follows» 

n* h*a«s at which mechanization has been in progress^have 

^Hroduciion octroi, substantial reduction, in reporting work- 
loll-o^troUed7effectiv. and rapid requisitioning; accurate 
loaas, ooxreroj.j.««, levelss and more systematic analy- 

^aA^d i/aaoh of tha ^«E^-SSS*.. 

^^^S. in tto program as rapidly as possibls.    Ins dsrslopmsnt 
?r fSStht ssirinloompstition ... . loading to rapid and suo- 
csssful transit to th. Lw systsms was obs.r«d by th. t««s. 
(More specifically) 

a. Mechanical computation of stock levels and »TJ^'.P0^»* 
in addttion tHhe obvious advantages of speed, has yielded "€*""* 
^prtvemeSs in accuracy .  .  . the ^^i- requxred to perform 
th? necessary computations has been reduced by over 75?!. 

b. Requisitions are now prepared mechanically at the rate of 
a-    fo\ «„«M™ hours per 1,000 line items versus forty (40) man- 
Zlr   fo^tht"samnorkload'when performed-manually.    Hequisitions 
arrprocessea for all classes daily, resulting in a more level dis- 
tribution of workload. 

«      A baok-order listing is now furnished each unit on a regular 
hasis for revTe*; assuring tSt requirements are current for elxmin- 
ating follow-up action by each organization. 

d.    Manhours required to accomplish the inventory cyclei have 
been reducedto approximately one-third of that formerly "quind? 
inventoried Cards are mechanically produced, showing location 
of each item and arranged in bin sequence. 
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e» Excess item listings are prepared by maohine with oorres- 
ponding decks of oards» This has been directly instrumental in a 
reduction of personnel spaces« 

f• Maintenance of ohanges of stock lists at bases» prev- 
iously unsatisfactory because of baoklogs (sometimes as long as 
four months), is now accomplished by maohine listings and they 
are ourrent and accurate» 

g. Supply data is complete, uniform and accurate when mecha- 
nized, sinoe unit price, status oodes., type procurement (LP CP), 
Cost Category, etc., are uniformly contained in the oards. 

h. Through the use of a daily transaction register, auto- 
matically produoed by maohine processes, supply offioerS maintain 
accuracy and production control» They estimate that 98$ of the 
errors previously made on stook reoord cards are now discovered 
and oorreoted by this prooedure. Above all records are current» 
the average percentage of inventory error has been reduced from 
2 »4$ to less than one percent» 

i» The system provides positive control of vouoher numbers 
by aotual line item as an aid in tracing all vouohers throughout 
the system» 

j» Stook Balance and Consumption Reports are meohanically 
prepared • . • a deck of punched cards is forwarded to the depot 
with the report. Workload has been substantially reduced at both 
base and depot» (Note« A MATS report, states maohine listings 
of SB&C reports has produoed a 90# savings in manhours). 

k» "On the Job Training" of a posting clerk can be accom- 
plished in five days, compared to 90 days for the same level of 
proficiency under the manual system» In addition, errors of a 
trainee are quickly caught through the use of the daily trans- 
action register» 

1» Seduction in personnel and reduced spaoe requirements 
for mechanized supply reoords has provided more space to remain- 
ing personnel and has resulted in over-all reduction in space 
and offioe equipment requirements» 

m» With substantially all the data required by IAM and 
Expense Aooounting, already available in the stock reoord balance 
and supply transaction cards, IAM and Expense requirements are 
met as a virtually cost-free by-produot. Substantial savings in 
personnel will be realized as well as improved accuracy and 
timeliness» 
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n. Increases in workloads oan be absorbed by maohine units 
■without additional personnel requirements in either the machine 
facility or in Base Supply. The workload generated by the Federal 
Catalog Program has been readily absorbed at meohanized bases; one 
base absorbed a 33# inorease in supply activity, without any increase 
in personnel required for the smaller manual operation. 

o. At four bases where mechanization of supply has been com- 
pleted, an average of 25 personnel spaces has been withdrawn from the 
Base Supply strength allocation, while benefits previously enumerated 
were realized, four additional spaces were withdrawn. (Ref 25:Rpt). 

The direot and substantial contribution of base mechanization to a unit's 
oombat effectiveness, to improved eoonomy of operation and substantial monet- 
ary savings, is thoroughly documented and dramatically demonstrated by the 
article and the report cited above. 

My experience in FEAF and my observation of several other commands is 
that, almost without exception, where commanders have made a one-half day 
visit to a meohanized base they have become enthusiastic disciples and have 
later insisted on some kind of mechanization for their own base. In several 
instanoes, to gain priority for their base, oommanders, have voluntarily 
surrendered manpower spaces in advance of receiving the equipment for such 
mechanization. (This move is going away out - but it happened at Langley AFB). 
With mechanization of base supply alone averaging a saving of from 25-30 
spaces per wing base, while producing tremendously improved supply inform- 
ation in a small fraction of the time required for a manual operation, and 
with positive indications of substantial savings and improved results, in other 
areas, neither the individual commander or the Air Foroe as an entity oan 
afford to bear the continued loss of manpower, materiel, money, and oombat 
effectiveness inherent in manual procedures. 
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CHAPTER V 

SUMMARY ATJD HECOMMENDATIÜNS 

Summary 

In the course of this paper we have considered the following 
significant items whioh directly affect our military requirements and 

capabilities: 

1. The gap between our oombat potential and our logistioal capa- 
bility has increased substantially as we have progressed into the jet- 
nuclear - electronics age. The gap and the ultimate danger to our 
national survival is greater now than at any time before in our history. 
While our logistios speed lagged somewhat behind the speed of our combat 
potential in prior wars, it is signifioant that it was not materially 
slower than the most potent enemy threat - the ground forceJ It is 
also signifioant that our principal materiel bases as well as the buUc 
of our oombat forces, enjoyed virtual immunity from destruction by the 
enemy* Today our most potent destructive force - and even more imporfcant- 
our enemy's most destructive foroe, travels presently at the speed of 
sound, and soon will travel at a far greater speed - perhaps the speed 
of light. The enemy is capable of delivering explosive power one Million 
times greater, pound for pound, than the conventional explosives' of WY II, 
directly on our military and industrial bases. Our logistios system, 
meantime is still not oapable of delivering any significant amount of 
logistical support at speed appreciably greater than the average speed 
of 3-1/2 MPH pf m II, even if permitted to operate unmolested by enemy 

action. 

2. Since, in accordance with our historical National Policy, we 
will not strike the first blow, we risk the devastating effects of a sur- 
prise nuclear attaok whioh can destroy a signifioant part of our own 
nuclear striking foroe. Even without the surprise element, our defensive 
capability to save our air bases and military supplies from destruction 
is, at best doubtful. The need for logistioal flexibility to insure the 
immediate effeotive utilization of all resources available to us is 
immeasurably greater than ever before in our history. 

3. While our potential enemy is likewise faced with a requirement 
for improved logistioal flexibility, (defined by the former commander AMC 
as "the capability for supporting military forces at the same speed with 
whioh they oan be employed taotioally or strategically"), his problem 
is not nearly so great. His initial advantage of initiative and surprise 
drastically reduces the logistical requirement for the first attaok, 
whioh in itself could be decisive. His traditional disregard for human 
life and misery reduces his long range requirement for logistioal flexi- 

3%. 
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bility* The diotatorial control he now exercises and the tremendous 
concentration of his natural resources on his military requirements gives 
him a head start, and an increasing advantage in the raoe to attain 
logistioal flexibility* 

4* Our slowness in attaining the degree of logistioal flexi- 
bility we require is attributable to many things» including: 

a. The relatively small percentage of our total national 
resources we devote to meeting military requirements* While it is 
recognized that to devote an exhorbitant amount of our resources to 
military preparedness on a continuing basis, could result in defeat of 
two of our National Objeotivea, "Maintenance of our Way of Life" and 
"Maintenance of our Standard of Living," it is doubtful that we are even 
close to this point* 

b* Laok of appreciation, throughout; the military establish- 
ment, that our logistics capability is seriously defioient and could 
lead to our defeat* 

o* failure of oommanders to appreciate and disoharge their 
responsibilities in this area* 

d* The size and oomplexibility of the military establish- 
ment, operating the largest single business in the nation, and deploy- 
ed on a world-wide basis* 

e* The sizeable and innumerable difficulties inherent in 
converting from an Army parasite to an autonomous agency, while attempt- 
ing to simultaneously develop, implement* and utilize the tools re- 
quired to control and manage an organization alternately subjected to 
out-baoks, participation in brush-fire wars, expansion, "crash" programs, 
and other retarding external actions* 

5* Logistical deficiencies oan be divided into two major segments* 
The first, transportation, representing twenty percent of our supply 
cycle time, has not been discussed in detail here since the provision 
of sufficient high speed aircraft and air transport is the primary 
responsibility of higher echelons and external agencies, rather than 
field commanders* Provision of large numbers of high speed air trans- 
port, vital as it is to logistioal flexibility, is not enough in itself* 
Transport effectiveness will be seriously diluted if we do not first 
attain the second prerequisite to logistioal flexibility — control and 
management of our materiel resources* The time required for trans- 
mitting and processing paperwork and processing the materiel itself, 
presently consumes eighty percent of the supply cycle — four times that 
of transportation* It is in this segment, that oommanders oan make 
direct, immediate and sustained contributions to our logistical flexi- 
bility and oombat capability, even without one oent in additional 
appropriations* 
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6. The principal tools for attaining effeotive control and manage- 
ment of Air Force resources, leading to logistical flexibility, are now 
in existence and in various steps of implementation and utilization» 
These consist primarily ofs 

a* An integrated accounting system, as the foundation of our 
management effort and the primary mechanism to collect basic data 
required as an aid in reaching command decisions* 

b» . Accounting for all Air Force assets, (including supplies 
and equipment), on a monetary, as well as quantitive basis, thereby 
providing a common yardstiok to express program objectives, to 
measure progress, and highlight problem areas, present and future» 

o. Mechanization of all volume transactions,, (supply, equip- 
ment, accounting, personnel, etc»,) to increase accuracy, complete- 
ness, and timeliness of management data, while substantially re- 
ducing critical manpower requirements, and by freeing commanders 
from the heavy burden of supervising manual collection, enabling them 
to oonoentrate on utilization of the data. 

7» Considerable progress has been made in the past few years in the 
application of the new management tools» The framework of'the integrated 
accounting system and of monetary accounting for inventories, has been with 
us for some time: now in the Air Force and we know that it has produced a 
reasonable order of magnitude experience data» Effective utilization of 
this data has been made at HQ T7SAF, MC, and at some major commands. In 
general, we might say that utilization in field oommands and among bases 
and individual units has been spotty, varying from exoellent to almost 
zero useage» 

8» Effective utilization of the Air Force management tools toward 
attaining effective control and management of our resources has been, aid 
will always be, primarily dependent on the personal leadership of the 
commander» Both industrial and military experience prove conclusively 
that m'yri'fflFt effectiveness in this endeavor is achieved only when the 
commander personally understands and utilizes the tools, and provides his 
personal leadership» While base and unit commanders, having command 
jurisdiction over activities whioh consume 85$ of AF resources, and act- 
ing as storekeepers of 20$ of our supplies and oustodians of virtually all 
equipment in use, oan make substantial progress on their own initiative, 
the priority, climate, and initiative required for full exploitation must 
come from the Chief of Staff, USAF and his major commanders» 

Recommendations 

In order to quickly, economically and effectively olose the critically 
dangerous gap whioh now exists between our combat potential and our logis- 
tioal capability to achieve and support that potential and to reduoe the 
threat of national survival represented by this gap, immediate, positive 
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actions are required. These actions include: 

1. Initiation by HQ USAF, under the personal auspioes of the 
Chief of Staff, USAF, of a dynamic program to: 

a. Require all senior Air Foroe commanders and staffs to 
report on what aotion has been taken to reduce the serious logis- 
tical deficiencies that have impaot on their combat capabilities. 

b. Re-indoctrinate senior Air Foroe commanders and staff 
officers regarding their oommand responsibility for management of 
Air Force resources, and provide them a working knowledge of the 
management tools that are already available to them. Insure that 
senior commanders provide positive, continued, personal leader- 
ship in the control and management of Air Force resources. 

c. Provide for an extension of the HQ USAF eduoational and 
management program to insure that personal leadership in this - 
effort is provided by commanders at all echelons of the Air Foroe. 

d. Establish procedures to assist the commander to continu- 
ally exercise" management tools at all echelons. These procedures 
to include prescribed or suggested recurring reports and analysis 
and staff and command »executive» reviews or conferences. 

2. Initiation of reforms and modernization in existing supplv 
procedures to include: ^ "WW 

a. Initiation of a priority, Air 'Force-wide, program to 
mechanize all volume supply transactions and to provide for simultan- 
eous transmission and receiving of volume operational and logistical 
data between military activities. (This is in addition to the half- 
hearted effort attained over the pas* few years). AMC and selected 
major commands to be provided high speed computers to store and utilize 
statistical data* Base level mechanization to be completed within a 
definite time period. 

b. Modification of supply and inventory accounting pro- 
cedures to provide for positive and continued identification of all 
obsolete, obsolescent, or sub-standard materiel, to eliminate over- 
stating our capability for major combat operations and jeopardizing 
our budgetary requirements. ^ 

o. Modification of monetary inventory accounting procedures 
to reflect the kind of information needed by commanders to make an 
appropriate decision. This modification may oonsist of an entirely 
new look at the number of accounts currently maintained by IAM, their 
significance, value, and the purposes served by their maintenance. 
Any aspects of the accounting program which are not useable should be 
dis-regarded so that attention may be devoted to areas of greater concern. 
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d. Increasing base level stookage authorization for Category- 
Ill supply items to one year, except for thejrery fast moving items, 
to eliminate exorbitant costs of acquisition. Reducing reporting 
frequency of this category to annually, pending over-all Air Foroe- 

wide mechanization« 

e. Concentrating management effort of base commanders and 
supply officers on the small areas having the large pay off, 
namely, the 10-20 sub-property classes and the Category II items 
that represent the bulk of the base commander«s monetary in- 

vestment* 

f. Initiation of a long range USAF level program to provide 
a more comprehensive training and stability of assignment for 
personnel in the supply field« 

g. Modification and enforcement of procedures to provide 
current, accurate, unit equipment records. Records to be establish- 
ed based on a wall-to-wall Air Force-wide physical inventory, whioh 
will include provisions for identification of obsolete, obsolescent, 
and sub-standard equipment. Concurrently, base central accounting 
offices to assume responsibility for maintenance of unit Monetary 
Equipment in Use records« 

3. Development of detailed plans for expansion of mechanized pro- 
cedures to other areas of volume transaction, to be implemented as Boon 
as the supply phase is completed, to include maintenance of aircraft, 
•vehicles and installations, personnel records, budget and accounting, and 
such other areas as now demand a significant amount of manpower and 

command supervision« 

Implementation of the above recommendations will create an aware- 
ness on the part of our commanders of the serious consequences of the 
existing deficiencies, an acceptance of their responsibilities ^_an 
understanding of the tools available to discharge these responsibilities, 
that will permeate through all echelons of the Air Force. It will free 
the commander from the endless and fruitless role he now occupies as. 
the principal collector of late, largely inaccurate, and seldom us.able 
data and pemit him to discharge his responsibility for managing the 

resources entrusted to him« 

It will lead to substantially improved computation or materiel 
requirements. The resultant savings in item, acquisition, and 
possession costs will make substantial sums of money available for 
essential research and development, procurement of combat weapons and 
systems, and improved operational training. It will substantially 
increase our ability to react promptly to enemy actions and enable us 
to initiate, heretofore denied us, through increasing our logistical 
capability in support of our nuclear strike forces. It will measurably 
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increase public confidence and support of Air Force operations 
and capabilities, it will enable us to attain and maintain a 
military struoture, through the years to oome, oapable of 
deterring war, or insuring victory if war comes, at a prioe the 
United States is willing to pay and can afford to pay. 
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HEADQUARTERS 
UHITED STATES AIR FORCES IN EUROPE 

EMQA 

APO 633, USAF 

27 April 1958 

SUBJECT: UAL Dollar Value Inventory and Inventory Report (RCS USAFE* 
S65 (OT)) 

TO DISTRIBUTION wO »n» 

1« References« AFR 150-8 and AFR 67-83j AFM 67-1$  USAFE 
Regulations 25-1 and 67-20; USAFE message EMQRB 38390, 30 Oot 54. 

2. A review of the UAL Dollar Value Report (RCS AF-S97)(0T)), 
which was prepared nas of 30 September, 1957 reflected many questionable 
areas in the equipping documents of USAFE organizations« 

3* It has been determined that in order to amass information 
relative to command requirements enoompassing the equipping field whioh 
is acceptable to Headquarters USAF and the Department of Defense, 
additional UAL dollar value reports will be required, 

4» Further,, the purpose of the inventory and report as requited 
by this directive is to establish a policy and prescribe procedures for 
determining and reporting the monetary inventory of UAL equipment 
authorized, in-use, and required as a pre-requisite for monetary account- 
ing for UAL equipment» It will re-establish an initial inventory and 
inventory report upon which future monetary accounting will be based« De- 
tailed accounting and reporting instructions have been"under development 
at this headquarters and will be, or have been disseminated« These 
accounting and reporting instructions will provide for an effective date 
of 1 July 1958. 

5. The required report will be prepared by each individual unit 
that possesses a valid UAL, utilizing a looally reproduced form in the 
format as indicated in attachment #1« Reports will not be consolidated 
but will be compiled for each UAL number by individual unit. Dollar 
values will be determined by the extension of the unit cost times the 
quantity authorized or in-use, as applicable. Attachment #1 will refleot 
the following informations 

APPENDIX A 
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HQ USAFE     EMQ    Subji UAL Dollar Value Inventory and 
Inventory Report (RCS USAFE-S65(0T)). 

a. UME Equipment» 

(1) Column #1. The total dollar value of all ÜMB 
authorized will be derived from the UME oolumn of 
the unit UAL, AF Form 601 b. 

(2) Column #2, Authorized - Not Required will reflect 
the dollar value of that equipment whioh is author- 
ized but not required by the reporting unit in the 
performance of the organizational mission. This 
figure may be in variance with the figure in Col #1. 
In this event, an itemized listing of Non-Required 
equipment consisting of stook number, nomenclature, 
and unit oost will be attached. 

(3) Column #3. - Required - Not Authorized. This figure 
will reflect the dollar value of all equipment required 
by an organization, but where no authority exists. 

(4) Columm }£4. - Total Requirements - self explanatory. 

(5) Column #5. - In-Use - This figure will reflect the total 
dollar and DM value of equipment in-use. The DM value 
will be computed from all equipment coded "Dn on AF 
Form 601 b. A separate lasting will be attached reflect- 
ing, by line item, the value of all equipment being 
utilized from MARL stooks (Seaweed). This figure 
should be included in the total of oolumn #5. 

b. USE Equipment 

(1) Column #1. - The total dollar value of all USE author- 
ized will be derived from the USE column of the Unit 
UAL, AF Form 601 b. 

(2) Column #2.' - The provision as stated in par 5a(2) above 
will apply exoept that «• separate listing will not be 
required in the event there is a variance between 
columns #1 and #2. 

(3) Column #3. - The provisions stated in par 5a(3) above 
will apply. 

(4) Column. #4. - USE tptal requirements - Self explanatory. 
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(5) Column #5, - Total Use in -Use - The reporting procedures 
are the same as for UME explained in the preceding par 5a 
(5) above* 

o» Equipment - Other« 

(1) Column #1» - Authorized Equipment - Other - This figure 
vill represent all types of equipment which is authorized 
the unit by T/A 1-21 and ECL's which is not reflected in 
either the UME or USE column of the UAL» but where account- 
ability is maintained on AF Form #1120, A large percentage 
of this figure will represent 17B hand tools which are com- 
ponents of 10 series ECL Kits authorized by T/A 1-21 to 
speoific AFSC's. 

(2) Column #2. - Equipment - Other - Authorized Not Required - 
Self-explanatory» 

(3) Column #3. - Required - Not Authorized - Self-explana- 
tory. 

(4) Column $4. - Total Requirements - Self-explanatory. 

(5) Column #5» - Equipment - Other» In-Use - In addition 
to the information contained in par 5o(l) above* it 
should be remembered that other items of equipment whioh 
must be reported are those items as referenced in par 
8gU)# (4), (9), and (11) of AFR 67-83. This report will 
not inolude equipment falling under par 8g(2), (3), (5), 
(6), (7), (8), and (10), AFR 67-83, even though it may be 
aooounted for on AF Form 1120» 

6. .The dollar value of DM procured equipment 'being utilized to ful- 
fill a "UME," "USE," or "Other" requirement will be computed by using 
the dollar value for the prime item of equipment as reflected in the 
prioing seotion of the USAF stook catalog. (Now Federal listing) 

7. Reports will inolude, in addition to normally authorized and in- 
use equipment, the value of all equipment authorized by a valid special 
issue but will not include equipment "on loan" to an organization» 

8» In instances where an item oost is not refleoted in the price 
seotion of the USAF catalog, a reasonable estimate of the basic oost 
will be indicated» This will also apply to non-listed and locally 
manufactured items» 
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9. la oases of special activities that are being logistioally 
supported by a USAFE unit, a separate and distinct special activity re- 
port will be prepared and forwarded with the support base report. 

10. After review by.base equipping boards, subject reports will 
be forwarded to the next eohelon of oommand by means of a cover letter 
whioh will include a certificate, exeouted by the ohairman of the applic- 
able equipping review board, to the effeot that all UAL's for whioh the 
board is responsible, including special activities supported, have been 
reported and are included. Reports initiated by SCAHNAF units will be 
withdrawn from base reports and forwarded directly to the Commander, 
7th Engineer Aviation Brigade, ATTN: Equipping Review Board, APO 57, 
USAF. 

11. Major subordinate command equipping review boards will reoeive, 
review, and validate base and/ or special activity reports to be forwarded 
by cover letter to this headquarters. 

12. Reports will be prepared in six copies with the following 
distribution* Copy #6 and $5 - Retained by the unit of origin. 

Copy #4      - Retained by the base equipping review bd. 
Copy #3      - Retained by the major subordinate oommand 

equipping review board. 
Copy ^2 and the original will be forwarded to this 

headquarters, ATTN« EMQA. 

13. The one-time dollar value report, as required by this directive, 
will be prepared with an "as of* date of June 30. Subject report will be 
mailed in sufficient time so as to insure arrival in this headquarters on 
or before, but in no instance, later than 31 July 1958. Reports Control 
Symbol - RCS USAFE-S65(0T) is assigned this report. 

BY ORDER OF THE COMMANDER IN CHIEF: 

1 Incl 
Format UAL Dollar 
Value Report 

Tpt    Wiesbaden 22209 

LESTER W. LIGHT 
Brig Gen, USAF 
DCS/Materiel 
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